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About This Guide

To help e-commerce merchants build and maintain a secure infrastructure for
payment card transactions, Visa has created the E-Commerce Merchants’
Guide to Risk Management.

This guide was originally developed using the findings from a 1999 study of
nine leading U.S. e-commerce merchants. Since then, it has been updated to
reflect the evolution and expansion of the e-commerce marketplace. The 
purpose of this guide is to recommend a set of “best practices” that your
business can use to manage e-commerce risk. Some of these practices
cover policies, procedures, and capabilities already in place in the 
e-commerce programs studied. Others are recommendations based on
Visa’s payment industry expertise and experience.

This guide is a valuable planning tool for merchants at any stage of the 
e-commerce life cycle. This includes:

✔ Merchants that are considering an e-commerce program. If you are
still weighing the benefits and challenges of the Internet market-
place, this guide can help you assess your needs, resources, and
expectations by identifying key risk issues that must be addressed
and proven solutions that you can adapt to your unique operational
environment.

✔ Merchants that have just launched an e-commerce program. If your
e-commerce business is new, this guide will help you evaluate your
efforts to date and ensure that you have sound operating practices
in place from the outset. By finding the best ways to control risk in
the early stages of your program, you will set the foundation for
future growth.

✔ Merchants with established e-commerce programs. If your busi-
ness is already an active participant in the Internet marketplace,
this guide can help you identify areas for improvement and explore
advanced and tactics for reducing risk exposure and improving 
profitability as your Internet volume continues to grow.

Introduction

Who Will
Benefit from
This Guide
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Depending on your current e-commerce experience, you can use this guide
sequentially as a step-by-step planning tool, or move directly to any of the
topics listed below:

Section One: Understanding the Basics — If you’re just starting out as an 
e-commerce merchant or in the early stages of your program, you might want
to take a few minutes to review this section. Here you’ll find the background
details you need in order to better understand what’s required when it comes
to maximizing information security and minimizing Visa card payment risk. The
section also helps demystify some e-commerce payment concepts and offers a
simple explanation of online Visa card transaction processing — what it is,
how it works, and who’s involved.

Section Two: E-Commerce Risk Management Best Practices — From set-
ting up your e-commerce program, to developing your Web site content and 
functionality, to establishing data security and fraud control tools, this sec-
tion identifies the best ways to reduce risk exposure when selling your goods
and services through the Internet. These recommendations are organized by
functional area and include practical step-by-step details to facilitate your 
e-commerce planning and management efforts. The best practices in this
section apply to all e-commerce merchants and their service providers.

Section Three: Special Considerations for Travel Merchants — In addition
to the overall risk management practices discussed in Section Two, there
are a number of industry-specific risk management “how-to’s” that can be
adopted by airlines, car rental companies, cruise lines, hotels, and travel
agencies. This section highlights the industry-specific best practices.

Section Four: Resources — This part of the guide offers a comprehensive
listing of useful risk management resources available online and in print.

Appendices — Include a glossary of terms commonly used in the 
e-commerce market today and a checklist summary of the best practices 
discussed in this guide.

To learn more about e-commerce risk management, contact your Visa
Acquirer. If your current Acquirer does not yet offer Internet support or if you
do not yet accept Visa cards for payment, contact a Visa Acquirer in your
market with an established e-commerce program. 

Note: The information in this guide is offered to assist you, on an “as is”
basis. This guide is not intended to offer legal advice, or to change or affect
any of the terms of your agreement with your Visa Acquirer or any of your
other legal rights or obligations. Issues which involve applicable laws (e.g.,
privacy issues, data export), or contractual issues (e.g., chargeback rights
and obligations) should be reviewed with your legal counsel. Nothing in this
guide should replace your own legal and contract compliance efforts.

For More
Information

How This Guide
is Organized
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What Every E-Commerce Merchant Should Know
About Handling Visa Transactions

✔ All e-commerce merchants:
– must authorize their Visa transactions. If

account funds are available and a card has
not been reported lost or stolen, the 
transaction will most likely be approved by
the Issuer. For e-commerce merchants, it is
important to remember that an authorization
is not proof that the true cardholder is 
making the purchase or that a legitimate
card is involved. 

– are subject to Visa’s card-not-present
chargeback rules and regulations. An 
e-commerce merchant can be held financially
responsible for a fraudulent transaction, even if it has been
approved by the Issuer. This is because there is a greater chance of
fraud due to the absence of a card imprint
and cardholder signature. E-commerce 
merchants, however, can minimize their
fraud exposure with the proper Internet-
specific risk management infrastructure.

– must enter an Electronic Commerce
Indicator (ECI) for all internet transac-
tions. When entered as part of the authori-
zation and settlement message, the ECI
identifies the transaction as e-commerce.
This lets the Issuer make a more informed
authorization decision.

✔ Issuers have 120 days from the central pro-
cessing date (CPD) to charge back transac-
tions in which the cardholder claims to have
not participated. This means that fraudulent
activity can end up posing a significant risk to
the e-commerce merchant long after the 
transaction has been processed.

✔ Visa’s operating rules apply to all e-commerce businesses that
accept Visa cards. In following these policies and principals, 
e-commerce merchants should NEVER violate Visa’s rules by:

– imposing any surcharge on the Visa transaction.

– using the Visa card/account number to collect other debts or 
dishonored checks.
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In the e-commerce
environment, the 
shipment date is 
considered the 
transaction date. As
such, e-commerce
merchants have up to
seven days to obtain
an authorization from
the transaction date.

BITS AND BYTES

As a sales channel, 
e-commerce merchant
chargebacks have
been very similar to
those for direct 
marketing and card-not-
present (CNP) —
between 0.20 percent
and 0.30 percent of
sales volume. Some 
e-commerce merchants
with little or no fraud
controls in place, 
however, have 
experienced losses of
10 percent or more.

BITS AND BYTES
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Approaching Risk From a Strategic Perspective

For merchants who have decided to move beyond the traditional “brick and
mortar” storefront, there are many opportunities to enhance customer 
relationships, attract new customers, and increase sales revenue.

Along with the opportunities, however, come a greater level of risk and
stronger need for strategic actions to help effectively control fraud and better
safeguard cardholder account information.

Unlike merchants who operate in the physical world, you do not have face-to-
face contact, a card-in-hand, or an actual signature. You also don’t have a
physical door with a lock and key…or a security guard posted 24/7 for 
protection. Cyber-thieves know all of this and are always on the look-out for
merchants who have hung up a virtual shingle, but have let their risk 
management guard down.

It’s up to you to understand the unique issues of running a virtual storefront
and take a strategic approach to proactively address these issues and 
position your business for success.

E-Commerce
Risk – 
The Good…

...The Bad…

…and The
Necessary
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Online Transaction Processing – 
From Start to Finish

A key to understanding online Visa card payments is to first know these
three core processing actions:

Takes place at the time the transaction occurs. It is
the process by which an Issuer approves (or declines)
a Visa card purchase. 

Involves the verification of the cardholder and the card.
At the time of authorization, to the greatest extent pos-
sible, the e-commerce merchant should use fraud pre-
vention controls and tools to validate the cardholder’s
identity and the Visa card being used.

Once a product/service has been shipped or 
delivered to the customer, the e-commerce merchant
can initiate the settlement of a transaction through
their Acquirer and trigger the transfer of funds into
the merchant account.

Besides you and your customer, several other parties participate in an online
Visa card transaction. Here’s a quick look at the different players typically
involved.

Authorization

Settlement

Authentication

Starting 
with the
Fundamentals

Who Does
What?

An Issuer is a financial institution
that maintains the Visa cardholder
relationship. It issues Visa cards
and contracts with its cardholders
for repayment of transactions.

An Acquirer is a financial institution
that contracts with merchants to
accept and process Visa cards for
payment of goods and services. An
Acquirer may contract with third-
party processors to provide any of
these services, which is typically the
case. An Acquirer is often referred
to as the “merchant bank.”

A Merchant Processor can route an
electronic transaction through the
payment network for authorization,
clearing, and settlement on behalf
of the Acquirer.

VisaNet® is a collection of systems
that supports the electronic transmis-
sion of all Visa card authorizations
between Acquirers and Issuers and
facilitates the settlement of funds.

A cardholder is an authorized user
of Visa payment products. In order
to make an online purchase, the
cardholder must use a Web 
browser to interact with the 
e-commerce merchant’s site.

An e-commerce merchant is an
authorized acceptor of Visa cards
for the electronic payment of goods
and services.

Payment Gateway is a service 
that allows an e-commerce merchant
to connect to the Acquirer (or its
merchant processor) to complete a
bankcard transaction in real-time. 

Service Provider can include any
third-party payment support entity
(e.g., Web host, shopping cart, 
payment processors, fulfillment
houses, etc.). This term is also 
used to describe a payment gateway
alliance.
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The following example illustrates “real-time” processing for an online Visa
card transaction. Processing events and activities may vary slightly, depending
on your Acquirer relationship, service provider needs, business requirements,
and the systems used.

Authorization

The Online
Transaction
Lifecycle

➊ The Cardholder orders
goods from e-com-
merce merchant by
entering Visa card 
payment information
into the Web site form,
as prompted.

❷ The information is
encrypted and transmit-
ted via the Internet to the 
merchant server. 

The payment gateway
receives the encrypted
information from the 
merchant server. The 
information is formatted
and transmitted to the
Acquirer (or merchant
processor).

❸ The Acquirer (or 
merchant processor)
electronically sends
the authorization
request to VisaNet.

❹ VisaNet passes the
request on to the Issuer.

➎ The Issuer approves or
declines the transaction.

The authorization response is
routed back through the same
channels.

E-merchants who do not process Visa 
transactions in real-time typically download
their transactions from their server within 
24 hours of the purchase/service request.
They then batch the transactions and submit
them for authorization using a Point-of-Sale
(POS) terminal or PC program. If the order is
declined, the merchant must notify the 
customer via e-mail or by telephone.

REAL-TIME VS. BATCH AUTHORIZATION PROCESSING
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Authentication

It is up to the e-commerce merchant to apply the right kinds of tools and
controls to help verify the cardholder’s identity and the validity of the 
transaction. Appropriate action can help an e-commerce merchant reduce
fraudulent transactions and the potential for customer disputes. Here is a
brief look at the Visa tools you can use to verify the legitimacy of the Visa
cardholder and the card.

TOOL DESCRIPTION

Address Verification ➔ Allows e-commerce merchants to check a
Service (AVS) Visa cardholder’s billing address with the 

Issuer. AVS provides merchants with a key 
indicator that helps verify whether or not a 
transaction is valid.

Card Verification ➔ Is a three-digit number imprinted on the 
Value 2 (CVV2) signature panel of Visa cards to help validate

that the customer has a genuine card in
his/her possession and that the card account 
is legitimate. CVV2 is required on all Visa cards.

Verified by Visa ➔ Validates a cardholder’s ownership of an
account in real-time during an online Visa card
transaction. When the cardholder clicks “buy” 
at the checkout of a participating merchant, 
the merchant server recognizes the registered
Visa card and the “Verified by Visa” screen 
automatically appears on the cardholder’s 
desktop. The cardholder enters a password to 
verify his or her identity and the Visa card. The
Issuer then confirms the cardholder’s identity.

CyberSource Advanced ➔ A fraud-detection service that examines 
Fraud Screen enhanced transactions generated from online stores. It
by Visa calculates — in real-time — the level of risk 

associated with each transaction and provides 
merchants with risk scores. These scores 
enable merchants to more accurately identify 
potentially fraudulent orders.

For more information about AVS, CVV2, Verified by Visa, and CyberSource
Advanced Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa, refer to the best practices 
covered on pages 36-44 of this guide.
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Settlement

The process illustrated below offers a “big picture” view of the Visa card 
payment settlement events that can take place. The process may vary slightly,
depending on your technology requirements and the service providers you use.

➊ Once the goods/services
have been shipped or
delivered, the merchant
then “captures” and
batches the related
transactions for settle-
ment. The batch is elec-
tronically submitted to
the Acquirer (or 
merchant processor).

❷ The Acquirer (or mer-
chant processor) elec-
tronically submits the
transaction data to Visa
for settlement. ❸ VisaNet electronically sub-

mits the transaction data to
the Issuer and then facili-
tates settlement by paying
the Acquirer for the transac-
tion and debiting the Issuer
account.

❹ The Issuer posts the 
transaction to the 
cardholder account and
sends a monthly statement
to the cardholder.

The Acquirer typically
receives funds for a
transaction within 
24 hours. The 
merchant is usually
credited within 48
hours of settlement,
or as stated in the
merchant agreement.
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A Brief Look at Chargebacks

With millions of Visa transactions generated worldwide everyday, it is
inevitable that a few will become “chargebacks.” A chargeback is a transac-
tion that is returned as a financial liability by the Issuer to the Acquirer (and
most often, to the merchant). Chargebacks can occur for a variety of rea-
sons, including:

✔ Customer-disputed transactions

✔ Fraud

✔ Authorization issues

✔ Inaccurate or incomplete transaction information

✔ Processing errors

Most chargebacks begin when a cardholder notifies his or her Issuer that
there is a transaction problem on the monthly billing statement. When this
happens, the Issuer may request an explanation of the problem from the
cardholder. Once the Issuer receives the necessary information, the first
step is to determine whether a chargeback situation truly exists. If the Issuer
determines that a chargeback right applies, the Issuer can resolve the 
disputed transaction by either sending the transaction back to the Acquirer,
or crediting the cardholder’s account and absorbing the loss.

When cardholders do not recognize transactions on their Visa statements,
they typically ask their Issuer for a copy of the related transaction receipt to
determine whether the transaction is theirs. If
necessary, the Issuer sends a sales draft
request to the Acquirer, who either fulfills the
request or forwards it to the merchant for 
fulfillment.

The merchant must then send the transaction
receipt copy to the Acquirer who sends it on to
the Issuer. 

What is a
Chargeback?

When a sales draft
request is not fulfilled in
a timely manner, or the
copy is illegible, it
almost always results in
a chargeback. It is in
your best interest to
respond promptly to a
sales draft request.

QUICK TIP 

What is a
Sales Draft
Request?
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The diagram below illustrates the key actions that Issuers and Acquirers can
typically take in a customer-dispute situation.

*As of October 2003, Issuers will no longer be able to charge back an item
a second time. They may, however, dispute an item by submitting it to Visa
for arbitration.

The
Chargeback
Lifecycle

❷ The Issuer attempts to resolve the
dispute. If this cannot be done,
the transaction is sent back 
electronically to the Acquirer (or
merchant processor). The
Acquirer/merchant is debited for
the transaction amount.

➎ If the Acquirer (or merchant
processor) agrees that the
merchant information
addresses the chargeback,
the chargeback is resubmit-
ted electronically to Issuer.

❹ The Merchant
receives the charge-
back and either
accepts the item or
addresses the charge-
back issue and resub-
mits the item to the
Acquirer (or merchant
processor).

❸ The Acquirer (or 
merchant processor)
receives the charge-
back and resolves
issue or forwards the
chargeback to the
merchant.

➊ The cardholder 
disputes the transaction
and contacts the
Issuer.*

❼ The cardholder
receives the dispute
resolution information
and may be rebilled or
credited for the item.

➏ The Issuer receives and
accepts the resubmitted
item, the transaction funds
are reversed back to the
Acquirer/merchant. If
appropriate, the Issuer 
re-posts the transaction
amount to the cardholder’s
account. If the chargeback
issue is not appropriately
addressed, the Issuer may
charge back the item a 
second time.*
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Thirteen Steps to Managing E-Commerce Risk

The following steps have been identified as those that are most important to
managing e-commerce risk. These steps serve as a general framework for
the best practices presented in this section.

E-Commerce Start-Up

➊ Know the risks and train Your exposure to e-commerce risk depends on your business 
your troops policies, operational practices, fraud prevention and 

detection tools, security controls, and the type of goods or 
services you provide. Your entire organization should have 
a thorough understanding of the risks associated with any 
Internet transaction and should be well-versed in your 
unique risk management approach.

❷ Select the right Acquirer If you have not yet launched an electronic storefront, you 
and service provider(s) need to partner with a Visa Acquirer that can provide 

effective risk management support and demonstrate a 
thorough understanding of Internet fraud risk and liability. 
You also want to take a good, hard look at any service 
provider before you sign a contract. The bottom line is — 
does the service provider have what it takes to keep your 
cardholder data safe and minimize fraud losses?

Web Site Utility

❸ Develop essential Web site When designing your Web site, you should always keep 
content operational needs and risk factors foremost in mind. Key 

areas to consider are privacy, reliability, refund policies, and
customer service access.

❹ Focus on risk reduction Your sales order function can help you efficiently and 
securely address a number of risk concerns. You can 
capture essential Visa card and cardholder details through
such actions as highlighting required transaction data fields
and verifying Visa card and customer data that you
receive through the Internet.
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THIRTEEN STEPS TO MANAGING E-COMMERCE RISK

Fraud Prevention

❺ Build internal fraud prevention By understanding the purchasing habits of your Web site 
visitors, you can protect your business from high-risk 
transactions. The profitability of your virtual storefront
depends on the internal strategies and controls you use
to minimize fraud. To avoid losses, you need to build a risk 
management infrastructure, robust internal fraud avoidance 
files, and intelligent transaction controls.

➏ Use Visa tools To reduce your exposure to e-commerce risk, you need to 
select and use the right combination of fraud prevention 
tools. Today, there are a number of options available to help
you differentiate between a good customer and an online 
thief. Key Visa tools include Address Verification Service 
(AVS), Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2), and Verified by Visa.

❼ Apply fraud screening Fraud-screening methods can help you minimize fraud for 
large-purchase amounts and for high-risk transactions. By 
screening online Visa card transactions carefully, you can 
avoid fraud activity before it results in a loss for your business. 

❽ Protect your merchant Using sophisticated computers and high-tech smarts, 
account from intrusion criminals are gaining access to shopping cart and payment

gateway processor systems, attacking vulnerable 
e-commerce merchant accounts, and committing merchant 
deposit fraud. By taking proactive measures, you can 
effectively minimize this kind of cyber-attack and the 
associated fraud risks.

Visa Card Acceptance

➒ Create a sound process for Before you accept Visa cards for online payment, you must
routing authorizations ensure that you have a secure and efficient process in 

place to submit authorization requests through the 
Internet.

❿ Be prepared to handle There are a number of steps you can take to deal effectively 
transactions post-authorization with approved and declined authorizations before you fulfill 

an order. The idea here is to apply appropriate actions that 
best serve your business and the customer.
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THIRTEEN STEPS TO MANAGING E-COMMERCE RISK

Cardholder Information Security Program

Safeguard cardholder data Visa’s Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP)
through CISP compliance provides e-commerce merchants with standards, 

procedures, and tools for data protection. For maximum 
security, you need reliable encryption capabilities for 
transaction data transmissions, effective internal controls 
to safeguard stored card and cardholder information, and 
a rigorous review of your security measures on a regular 
basis. The CISP digital dozen requirements can help you 
protect the integrity of your operations and earn the trust 
of your customers.

Chargeback and Loss Recovery

Avoid unnecessary chargebacks For your business, a chargeback translates into extra
and processing costs processing time and cost, a narrower profit margin for the 

sale, and possibly a loss of revenue. It is important to 
carefully track and manage the chargebacks that you 
receive, take steps to avoid future chargebacks, and know 
your representment rights.

Use collection efforts to You can often recover unwarranted chargeback losses
recover losses through a well-thought through collections system.

11

12

13



E-Commerce Start-Up

When establishing an e-commerce site, there are a number of risk manage-
ment start-up strategies to consider. You can position your business for long-
term success by training your staff in the importance of risk management,
as well as the basic usage of the tools and technologies you employ. You
should also take the necessary time up front to ensure sound relationships
with your Acquirer and service provider(s).

➔ 1. Know the Risks and Train Your Troops

➔ 2. Select the Right Acquirer and Service Provider(s)
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1. Know the Risks and Train Your Troops

The cost of Internet fraud and/or security breaches make it imperative for
merchants to clearly understand the risks of doing business online. Your
entire organization should have a thorough working knowledge of the fraud
and chargeback risks associated with any Internet transaction. They should
also be well-versed in your unique risk management approach. Consider
these best practices when getting your business off the ground:

Be aware of the risk of selling on the Internet. The more you know about the
different kinds of risks involved, the better you will be at fine-tuning your 
business policies, operational practices, fraud prevention tools, and security
controls. (Listed on the next page are some of the typical types of risks that
e-commerce merchants encounter.)

Understand the chargeback process. Follow your Acquirer’s processing 
instructions to avoid chargebacks related to authorizations and sales 
draft requests.

• Work with your Acquirer to develop an understanding of the various 
reasons for chargebacks, particularly in regard to the following:

– Transaction authorization requirements
– Expired authorization rules for unshipped goods
– Time limits for fulfilling sales draft requests
– Cardholder disputes
– Fraudulent use of account numbers

• Know your rights to resubmit transactions that have been charged back
for fraud reasons.

Train your employees in e-business risk management. You can implement all of
the controls you need to deter fraud, minimize customer disputes, and pro-
tect your site from hacker intrusions, but they don’t mean much without
proper employee training. To be truly effective, your entire staff should:

• have a thorough understanding of the fraud risk and security issues
involved in an Internet transaction.

• know the chargeback rules and regulations for Internet transactions.
• be well-versed in your risk management policies and procedures.
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Typical Risks for E-Commerce Merchants

AREA RISK POSSIBILITIES

Fraud ➔ ◆ Customer uses a stolen card or account number to 
fraudulently purchase goods/services online.

◆ Family member uses bankcard to order goods/services 
online, but has not been authorized to do so.

◆ Customer falsely claims that he or she did not receive a 
shipment.

◆ Hackers find their way into an e-commerce merchant’s 
payment processing system and then issue credits to 
hacker card account numbers.

Account Information ➔ ◆ Hackers capture customer account data during transmission 
Theft (Cyber-Thieves) to/from merchant.

◆ Hackers gain access to service provider’s unprotected 
payment processing systems and steal cardholder 
account data.

Account Information ➔ ◆ Unauthorized individual accesses and steals cardholder 
Theft (Physical Site) data stored at merchant or service provider site and 

fraudulently uses or sells it for unauthorized use or identity 
theft purposes.

◆ Unscrupulous merchant or service provider employee 
steals cardholder data and fraudulently uses or sells it for 
unauthorized use or identity theft purposes.

◆ Dumpster-divers steal unshredded account information 
from trash bins at merchant or service provider location.

Customer Disputes ➔ ◆ Goods or services are not as described on the Web site.
and Chargebacks ◆ Customer is billed before goods/services are shipped or 

delivered.

◆ Confusion and disagreement between customer and 
merchant over return and refund.

◆ Customer is billed twice for the same order and/or billed 
for an incorrect amount.

◆ Customer doesn’t recognize the merchant name on 
statement because merchant uses a service provider to 
handle billing.



2. Select the Right Acquirer and Service Provider(s)

When selecting an Acquirer and your service provider(s), you need to carefully
look at several important factors, particularly those related to risk manage-
ment. Here are some essential best practices:

The Acquirer plays a key role in your e-commerce
success by enabling you to accept Visa cards
through the Internet and by ensuring the secure and
efficient processing of the sales volume that results. 

• Choose an Acquirer with robust e-commerce
capabilities. Carefully review the services,
capabilities, and benefits of the Visa Acquirers
in your market and partner with the one that
will best meet your e-commerce needs. Be
sure the Acquirer offers:
– expertise in e-commerce platforms and

security measures, particularly transaction
data encryption and secure storage of card-
holder information.

– technical solutions or partnerships with
service providers that support your unique
Internet business needs and system
requirements.

– risk management tools to avoid or minimize
fraud losses, such as Address Verification
Service (AVS), Card Verification Value 2
(CVV2), Verified by Visa, velocity checks,
and fraud-scoring technologies.
For more information, refer to “Visa
Tools” on pages 36 through 44 of this
guide.

– transaction identification using the
Electronic Commerce Indicator (ECI).

• Make sure the Acquirer supports Visa’s
Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP)
requirements. Although security can never be
completely guaranteed, the CISP require-
ments for e-merchants can help significantly
reduce the ability of hackers to gain access to proprietary data.
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Acquirer

A good Acquirer:

➔ provides merchants
with Visa rules, stan-
dards, and training.

➔ monitors merchant
activities to ensure
Visa regulation 
compliance.

➔ knows how to 
support e-commerce
business.

➔ underwrites 
responsibility.

BITS AND BYTES

Visa merchants and 
service providers who
process or store card-
holder data and have
access to that informa-
tion on the Internet are
asked to comply with
Visa’s Cardholder
Information Security
Program (CISP) proce-
dures. For specific
details, refer to
Cardholder Information
Security on pages 
49-51, of this guide.

BITS AND BYTES



• Understand the terms and conditions of your Acquirer contract. Be sure
that you read and understand all of the contract provisions, particularly in
such areas as holding funds and chargeback liability. For best results, you
should know:
– the length of time and conditions under which your deposits may 

be held.
– your liability for fraudulent transactions. Remember, Internet 

transactions are classified as card-not-present, which means you can
be held responsible for a charge the cardholder claims he/she did
not commit, even if the authorization was approved by the Issuer.

– your liability for losses resulting from compromised card data. 
– the nature and causes of chargebacks, including customer disputes,

fraudulent activity, and technical issues.
– timeframes for providing additional documentation to your Acquirer in

order to fulfill a sales draft request or re-present a chargeback.

The service provider(s) you choose can help you successfully manage
Internet payments and security risks, or leave you out on a limb to deal with
fraudulent transactions and excessive chargebacks.

• Research the service provider business. Check your service provider’s
risk management track record and ability to perform to your expecta-
tions and industry requirements.

• Make sure your service provider can ensure maximum security for card-
holder data received. To ensure protection for Internet transactions,
partner with service providers who comply with Visa CISP requirements
and use:
– reliable transaction encryption capabilities to safeguard Internet data

transmissions.
– effective internal security controls to protect stored data.
– rigorous review and testing of data security on a regular and ongoing

basis.

• Partner with a risk-focused service provider. If you are using a payment
gateway for real-time payment processing, work with a service 
provider who:
– has experience in online authentication.
– offers high-quality reliable fraud prevention options.
– follows payment industry risk management best practices.
– offers risk management support 24/7.
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Acquirers often require e-commerce merchants to meet specific standards
before they open an account and officially set up their site for business.
Listed below are some of the basic requirements most e-commerce 
merchants need to meet.

Length of Time in Business

Most Acquirers require the merchant to have been in business for at least a
year or have other existing relationships with the Acquirer.

Credit Performance/Finance History

In addition to reviewing the merchant’s application, Acquirers also need to
establish the merchant’s financial stability and credit history. This can be
accomplished by reviewing Dun & Bradstreet and credit bureau reports, 
financial statements, and income tax returns for the business and its owners.

Any history of personal or business bad credit or bankruptcy is a poor risk
indicator, as is any derogatory history related to other businesses owned by
the principals.

Business and Owner Profiles

Application forms for e-commerce typically ask for detailed business plans,
samples of merchandise, and copies of all relevant marketing materials.

Acquirers usually conduct a thorough background check on all business 
principals. Personal credit reports are scrutinized, and addresses verified. If
appropriate, a criminal background check is also performed.

Adherence to Visa’s Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP)

To ensure information is being properly safeguarded, Acquirers will ask the
merchant and, if applicable, the merchant’s service provider to demonstrate
compliance with Visa’s CISP requirements.

Site Inspections

Site inspections usually include warehouse, as well as office facilities.
Shipping, billing, and return policies are carefully reviewed to make sure that
no customer is billed before merchandise is shipped. An Acquirer may also
“shop” prospective merchants by having one of their own employees place and
then return an order. If shipment and delivery are handled by a fulfillment
house or other third-party agent, complete information on this firm will also be
requested and a site inspection performed. Acquirers may also conduct an
inspection of the Internet Service Provider (ISP) physical and logical controls,
as well as CISP compliance.

What the
Acquirer Will
Expect of You



Web Site Utility

When building an e-commerce business, you need to establish a set of 
policies that clearly communicate where you stand on consumer privacy and
information security, how billing and shipping will be handled, and what is
involved in terms of credit refunds. In addition to being subject to legal
requirements, full disclosure in these areas can help eliminate any customer
misunderstandings and avoid unnecessary customer disputes. Another criti-
cal step in terms of risk reduction is to “design-in” ways to capture pertinent
card and cardholder details as part of the sales order process.

➔ 3. Develop Essential Web Site Content

➔ 4. Focus on Risk Reduction
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3. Develop Essential Web Site Content

The more a customer knows about your e-commerce business, the better!
Unfortunately, customers aren’t mind readers, so you can’t expect them to
enter your site knowing the basic “in’s” and “out’s” of the operation; particu-
larly when it comes to policies covering privacy, billing, shipping, and refunds.
To avoid any customer misunderstandings and downstream disputes, follow
these best practices:

• Develop a clear, concise statement of your privacy policy and make it
available to Web site visitors through links on your homepage. This 
practice is required under Visa U.S.A. Inc. Operating Regulations, and
may be subject to legal requirements.
To allay customer concerns about providing personal data, your privacy
policy should define:
– what customer data is collected and

tracked, 
– with whom this information is shared, and 
– how customers can opt out. 

• Register with a privacy organization and post a
“seal of approval” on your Web site. 
– Another way to allay customer concerns

about providing personal data is to display
a privacy “seal-of-approval” on your Web
site homepage. 

– To obtain this seal, you need to apply to a
major privacy program, such as TRUSTe or the Better Business
Bureau’s BBBOnLine Privacy.

• Create a page that educates customers about your site’s information 
security practices and controls.
– Explain how card payment information is protected:

- during transmission,
- while on your server, and
- at your physical work site.

– Make the page available to all Web site visitors through lists on your
home page.

• Create an FAQ page that includes questions and answers on how 
customers can protect themselves shopping online.
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Privacy

Information
Security

If you need assistance,
TRUSTe, an independent
privacy organization, has
a “wizard” you can use
to create a customized
privacy policy for your
site. It is available at
http://www.truste.
org/wizard.

QUICK TIP



• Discourage the use of e-mail for transactions. Due to misguided con-
cerns about Internet security, some customers may send their card
numbers to you by e-mail, which is a non-secure way to do business. To
protect your customers and foster their loyalty, highlight security prac-
tices on your Web site and in reply e-mail. Stress that:
– e-mail is not a secure communication method and should never be

used to transmit card numbers or other sensitive information.
– the transaction encryption capabilities of your Web site offer reliable

protection from unauthorized access and give cardholders the safest
way to make purchases over the Internet.

• Make sure your goods or services are accurately described on your Web site.
– Develop clear, complete product descriptions to reduce customer 

disputes and dissatisfaction over the actual product received versus
that which was described on your Web site.

– Use product images, if possible.

• Develop a clear, comprehensive shipping policy and make it available to
customers through a link on your home page and at the time of the online
purchase.
– Explain shipping options and expected delivery.
– Provide full disclosure of all shipping and handling fees.

• Develop an e-mail response to customers of any goods or service delivery
delays.

• Develop a description of your billing practices and make it available to 
customers at the time of the online purchase. 
– Explain to customers when their Visa cards will be billed.

– If you use a billing service provider, let the customer know how the
transaction will be reflected on their bankcard statement (i.e., the
service provider name and amount). This will reduce the risk of confu-
sion when the statement arrives.
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• Establish a clear, concise statement of your
refund and credit policy. 
– Make this statement available to Web site

visitors through links on your homepage. 
– Provide “click through” acceptance for impor-

tant elements of the policy — for example,
when purchasing tickets to a sporting event,
customers click on a button to acknowledge
that tickets are non-returnable unless the
event is postponed or cancelled.

• Provide an e-mail inquiry option. Your customers are likely to have 
questions or concerns regarding their online purchase. By offering your 
customers an easy way to contact you and providing them with a
prompt response, you can help avoid downstream customer disputes
and subsequent chargebacks.
– Display e-mail “Contact Us” options on your Web site and make them

prominent and easily accessible. 
– To facilitate efficient internal processing of

customer responses, provide different 
e-mail contacts for product/service 
information, customer support, and back
order/shipping information. 

• Develop an e-mail inquiry response policy.
– Use auto-responder e-mail programs to

acknowledge receipt of e-mail inquiries and
set expectations regarding the timing of
complete responses.

– Make sure that you have adequate staff in
your customer service e-mail response
group to provide timely and robust 
responses to e-mail inquiries.

• Establish e-mail inquiry response standards and monitor staff compliance. 
– Establish a standard timeframe for responding to 100 percent of e-

mail inquiries – for example, 24 hours. Use shorter timeframes for
responding to 75 percent or 95 percent of e-mail inquiries.

– Monitor your customer service e-mail response group to ensure that
these standards are met and, if necessary, add or reschedule staff to
improve performance. 

– Monitor your compliance with e-mail response standards on a daily
basis.
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Some customers may
have questions or 
concerns, and are not
comfortable with e-mail
correspondence. Though
telephone customer
service can be costly, it
can help minimize 
customer disputes and
preserve customer 
relationships that might
otherwise be lost. 

QUICK TIP

Refunds and
Credits

Customer
Service Access

Your refund and credit
policy should be consis-
tent with your business
objectives and the
goods or services you
provide. For best
results, try to find the
right balance between
excellent customer serv-
ice and excellent risk
management.

QUICK TIP



• Offer toll-free telephone customer service support and display your phone
numbers on your Web site. 
– Provide links on your home page to a toll-free customer service num-

ber that cardholders can use to get a quick response to an inquiry.
– Adequately staff and schedule customer service staff to respond to

telephone inquiries on a timely basis.
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4. Focus on Risk Reduction

Your sales order function should address the unique risk characteristics of
your e-commerce business. Key factors to consider include how you will 
identify customers, what transaction data fields will customers be required to
complete, what controls are needed to avoid duplicate orders, and how you
will validate both the card and cardholder during an Internet transaction.
Consider the best practices outlined here to reduce your risk exposure:

• Make effective use of permanent Web browser cookies to recognize and 
acknowledge existing customers. 
– Use permanent browser cookies to retain cardholder information and

enable repeat customers to order goods or services at your site 
without having to re-enter information. 

– Require customers to enter their user names and passwords if they
visit your Web site from a different computer.

• Establish ways to assist customers who forget their passwords. To help
stop fraudsters in their tracks, consider either one or both of the
approaches described below. 
– To verify the registered customer’s identity, use customer-provided

security data.
- Ask the customer at the time of registration to select a data 

category – such as place of birth or mother’s maiden name – and
provide the correct response.

- If a returning customer forgets his or her password, prompt the
customer to provide the correct response to the data category
selected during registration.

- Verify the response. If it is correct, send a separate e-mail 
message containing the password to the customer at the e-mail
address provided at the time of registration.

– Use customer-selected hints to help the customer remember the 
password.
- Ask the customer at the time of registration to select a 

password hint. 
- Display this hint on the Web site if the customer enters the wrong

password during log-in.

Passwords and
Cookies

Enter your password.

Retype your password.

rover1234

rover1234
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• Establish transaction data fields that can help you detect risky situations,
and require the customer to complete them. Certain transaction data
fields can play an important role in helping you assess the fraud risk of
a transaction. To minimize losses, define the data fields that will help
you recognize high-risk transactions, and require customers to com-
plete these fields before purchasing goods or services. Key risk data
fields include the following: 
– Demographic information, such as telephone numbers, that can be

validated using reverse directory look-ups 
– E-mail address, particularly when it involves an “anonymous” service
– Cardholder name and billing address, which can be validated using

directory look-up services
– Shipping name and address, particularly if this information is different

from the cardholder’s billing information

• Highlight the data fields that the customer must complete. Use color,
shading, or bold fonts to highlight the required data fields and accom-
pany this with explanatory notes to the cardholder.

• Edit and validate required data fields in real-time to reduce risk exposure.
– Provide instant feedback to Internet customers when their required

data fields are incorrect or incomplete. 
– Send a “correction required” message to the customer if the data in

any field was not complete or not submitted in the proper format. 
– Identify the field that requires completion in the return message if a

cardholder omits a required field.
– Allow customer to page back, correct personal information, or alter the

request while retaining previously entered information.

• Develop controls to avoid duplicate transactions. Duplicate orders can lead
not only to higher processing costs, but also customer dissatisfaction.
Establish controls to prevent cardholders from inadvertently submitting
a transaction twice. 
– Require customers to make positive clicks on order selections rather

than hit the “Enter” key.
– Display an “Order Being Processed” message to customers after they

have submitted a transaction.
– Systematically check for identical orders within short time frames and

out-sort these for review to ensure that they are not duplicates.
– Send e-mail messages to customers to confirm whether a duplicate

order was intentional.

Required
Transaction
Data Fields

Avoiding
Duplicate
Orders
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• Implement a “Mod 10” card number check before submitting a transaction
for authorization.
– Ask your Acquirer for the Mod 10 algorithm

that lets you quickly check the validity of a
card number presented for purchase.

– Use the Mod 10 check for all Internet trans-
actions before submitting them for authori-
zation.

– Provide immediate feedback to the cus-
tomer if the card number fails to pass the
“Mod 10” check – for example, send a
message that says: “The Visa card number
you entered is not valid. Please try again.” 

– Do not request authorization until the
account number passes the Mod 10 check.

• Display only the last four digits when showing
a card number to a repeat customer at your
Web site. This practice not only reduces fraud
risk, but also fosters customer confidence in
your secure handling of personal information. The last four digits will
give the customer enough information to identify the card and determine
whether to use it or select another card for the transaction. 

• Check the validity of the customer’s telephone number, physical address,
and e-mail address. Simple verification steps can help alert you to data-
entry errors by customers and often uncover fraudulent attempts. 
– Validate telephone numbers using reverse directory look-ups.
– Use a telephone area code and prefix table to ensure that the entered

area code and telephone prefix are valid for the entered city and state.
– Use a ZIP-code table to verify that the entered ZIP code is valid for the

entered city and state.
– Test the validity of the e-mail address by sending an order confirmation.

• Screen for high-risk international addresses. Accepting transactions from 
certain international locations may carry high levels of risk. 
– Ask your Acquirer for assistance in identifying high-risk countries heavily

involved in Internet fraud.
– Test market and track fraud experience to various international locations.
– Perform additional screening and verification for higher-risk transac-

tions — for example:
- Obtain Issuer contact information from your Acquirer and call to

confirm cardholder information for first-time buyers.
- Require the billing address and shipping address to be the same.

Always use a “Mod 10”
check to determine
whether an entered Visa
card number is valid.
This simple precaution
can help avoid the
expense and delay that
results when a cardhold-
er enters a valid card
number incorrectly – 
for example, a Visa
cardholder enters a
wrong number or 
transposes digits – and
then receives an 
authorization decline. 

BITS AND BYTES

Cardholder
Information
Validation

Card
Information
Validation

High-Risk
International
Address
Screening



– Capture and translate the Internet Protocol (IP) address to identify the
computer network source.
- Use a geolocation software/service to determine the IP address

country.
- Match the IP address country with the billing and shipping address

country. If the countries do not match, out-sort the order for 
further review.
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High-Risk
International
Address
Screening
(continued)
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Fraud Prevention

The reality of the e-commerce environment is that we don’t live in a perfect
world. There are plenty of crooks out there ready to pull a virtual scam or
two. They are cyber-thieves who operate anonymously, steal from the 
e-commerce merchant, and leave that business on the hook for the associated
losses. Given this reality, you just can’t make a leap of faith when it comes
to accepting payments online. That’s the bad news! The good news, however,
is that today’s e-commerce merchant has many options when it comes to
combating card payment fraud. To protect your business, you need to build 
a reliable risk management system that supports robust internal fraud 
avoidance files, intelligent transaction controls, and highly adaptive fraud-
detection tools.

➔ 5. Build Internal Fraud Prevention Capability

➔ 6. Use Visa Tools

➔ 7. Apply Fraud Screening

Steps
Covered...
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5. Build Internal Fraud Prevention Capability

To reduce losses associated with risk exposure, you must implement internal
fraud prevention measures and controls that make sense for your business
environment. The following best practices can assist you in this area:

A dedicated fraud control individual or group can provide the direction that
your business needs to deter fraud. 

• Establish a formal fraud control function.
– Make fraud prevention and detection the highest priority. 
– Develop day-to-day objectives that promote profitability — for example: 

- Reduce fraud as a percentage of sales
- Minimize the impact of this effort on legitimate sales 

– Clearly define responsibilities for fraud detection and suspect 
transaction review. 

– For larger merchants, encourage the fraud control group members to
work closely with the chargeback group, identify causes of chargeback
loss, and use this information to improve fraud prevention efforts.

• Track fraud control performance. You can ensure and improve the 
effectiveness of your fraud control group by monitoring such areas as:
– Gross fraud as a percentage of sales
– Fraud recoveries as a percentage of gross fraud
– Timeliness in reviewing and dispositioning suspicious transactions
– Occurrences of complaints from legitimate customers

• Establish and maintain an internal fraud avoidance file. Make use of the
details of your own history with fraudulent
transactions or suspected fraud. By storing
these details, you gain a valuable source of
information to protect you from future fraud
perpetrated by the same person or group. 
– Record all key elements of fraudulent

transactions, such as names, e-mail
addresses, shipping addresses, telephone
numbers, Visa card numbers used, and
items purchased. For information security
purposes, e-commerce merchants are
prohibited from storing Card Verification
Value 2 (CVV2) data.

Risk
Management
Infrastructure

Internal Fraud
Avoidance Files

When building and 
maintaining an internal
fraud avoidance file,
implement procedures
to ensure that only
details from fraudulent
transactions are stored
and recorded.

Information related to
customer disputed
transactions and/or
chargebacks should not
be included in your inter-
nal fraud avoidance file.

BITS AND BYTES
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– Establish a process to remove from the file or flag information about
legitimate customers whose payment data has been compromised.
Criminals may use the personal data of innocent victims to commit
the fraud.

• Use the internal fraud avoidance file to screen transactions. If transaction
data matches your fraud avoidance file data, out-sort the transaction for
internal review. Follow up with the appropriate action.

• Establish transaction controls and velocity limits. You can significantly reduce
risk exposure by using internal transaction controls to identify high-risk 
transactions prior to authorization. These controls help determine when an
individual cardholder or transaction should be flagged for special review. 
– Set review limits based on the number and dollar amount of transac-

tions approved within a specified number of days. Adjust these limits
to fit prior purchasing patterns.

– Set review limits based on single transac-
tion amount. 

– Ensure that velocity limits are checked
across multiple characteristics, including
shipping address, telephone number, and 
e-mail address. 

– Contact customers that exceed these limits
to determine whether the activity is legiti-
mate and should be approved, providing
that the Issuer also approves it during the authorization process.

• Modify transaction controls and velocity limits based upon transaction
risk. Vary transaction controls and velocity limits to reflect your risk
experience with selected products, shipping locations, and customer
purchasing patterns. 

Transaction
Controls

You can determine indi-
vidual customer prefer-
ences by tracking the
purchase activity of reg-
istered customers.
Deviations from these
patterns my be an indi-
cation of fraud.

QUICK TIP
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6. Use Visa Tools

Visa offers several powerful tools that can be used to help you check for
fraud during a Visa card payment authorization. To ensure safe and secure
transaction processing, apply these best practices:

• Ask the customer for both a card type and an
account number, and make sure that they
match. 
– Offer a “card type” selection on your sales

order page — the cardholder uses this 
feature to choose and identify a card type
before entering the account number.

– Compare the card type selected by the cus-
tomer and the first digit of the entered
account number to ensure a positive match
– for example, if the card type is “Visa” and
the account number begins with “4,” the match is positive.

– Invoke an “error message” if the first digit of the account number
does not match the selected card type.

– Enable cardholders to enter account numbers with or without hyphens,
or with spaces between, or clearly designate the preferred format.

• Require the cardholder to enter the card expiration date or select it from a
pull-down window.
– To play it safe, do not offer a default month and year for the card expi-

ration date. The cardholder may erroneously select the default date,
which will most likely differ from the actual card expiration date. Most
Issuers decline the transaction when this error occurs.

– Include the expiration date as part of the authorization process.

Different types of 
payment cards have 
different account 
numbering systems. For
example, only Visa card
account numbers begin
with a 4.

BITS AND BYTES
Card Type 
and Account
Number

Card Expiration
Date
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• Work with your Acquirer to implement CVV2. Ask your Acquirer for a copy
of the Merchant Guide to Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2), or order this
book directly through Visa Fulfillment. (Refer to Section 4: Resources
for order information.)

• Use Visa’s CVV2 code to verify the card’s
authenticity.
– Ask the customer for the last three num-

bers in the signature panel on the back of
the Visa card.

– Submit the CVV2 code with the authoriza-
tion request. A CVV2 response will be
returned with the authorization.

– Take appropriate action.

- If you have a “match,” complete the transaction (taking into
account authorization and any other questionable data).

- If you have a “no match,” view this response as a sign of potential
fraud and take it into account along with the authorization and any
other questionable data. Hold for further verification.

• For information security purposes, do not store CVV2 data.

• Work with your Acquirer to implement AVS. Ask your Acquirer for a copy
of the Merchant Guide to the Address Verification Service, or order this
book directly through Visa Fulfillment. (Refer to Section 4: Resources
for order information.)

• Use AVS to verify the cardholder’s billing address. 
– Ask the customer for the billing address as it appears on the monthly

statement.
– Submit the address with the authorization request. The Issuer will

return an AVS result with the authorization response.
• Display a pop-up screen for AVS failures. Real-time access to AVS lets

you prompt the customer with questions when address information 
cannot be successfully verified. 
– If the billing address given by the customer does not match that on

file with the Issuer, use a pop-up screen to notify the customer of this
discrepancy, and prompt with questions such as: “Is your billing
address correct?” or “Did you move recently?”

– Allow customers with AVS failures to re-enter or correct the billing
address up to two additional times before locking out the session

• Queue for review any attempts that have failed to pass AVS screening two
or more times. By queuing suspicious addresses after multiple AVS fail-
ures, you can lower authorization costs and gain time to contact
Issuers and resolve address issues with customers. 

Card
Verification
Value 2 (CVV2)

Address
Verification
Service (AVS)

Actions taken by 
e-commerce merchants
in response to a CVV2
“no match,” will vary by
industry. Follow the 
procedures that make
sense for your particular
business.

QUICK TIP
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• Research all AVS partial matches. AVS provides a response with the
results of the attempted address match. A “partial match” indicates that
the compared billing addresses have the same zip code or the same
numeric values in the street address, but not both.
– Evaluate the risk history of AVS partial matches.
– Contact the Issuer for high-risk transactions to determine whether the

name, address, and telephone number given by the cardholder match
the corresponding elements for that customer in the Issuer’s file.

• Evaluate AVS no-matches carefully. An AVS “no-match” is typically a
strong indicator of fraud. However, a no-match may be legitimate if a
customer has recently moved and not given an updated address to the
Issuer. To research a no-match, do the following: 
– Call the customer to verify that the given telephone number belongs to

the individual who placed the order, the address given is the correct
billing address and whether the cardholder has recently moved.

– Contact the Issuer to determine whether the name, address, and 
telephone number given by the customer matches the corresponding
elements for the cardholder in the Issuer’s file.

– Use directory assistance or Internet search tools to contact the 
individual at the billing address and confirm that he or she initiated
the transaction.

• Send the “ship to” address and the AVS response to a third-party fraud-
screening service. For many third-party fraud-screening services today
such as the CyberSource Advanced Internet Fraud Screen enhanced by
Visa, the AVS result code is a critical component of the scoring system.
For details, refer to “Apply Fraud Screening” on pages 41 through 44 of
this guide.

• Evaluate fraud rates by AVS result and product type. 
– Review actual fraud experience stratified by the AVS result so you

can tailor your AVS review strategies to prevent future losses. 
– Develop transaction review criteria based on the results on your fraud

analysis. 

Address
Verification
Service (AVS)
(continued)
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Your Acquirer may modify the AVS result codes shown here to make them
more explanatory. 

Check with your Acquirer for specific AVS result code definitions.

U.S. AVS Result Code Definitions

CODE DEFINITION EXPLANATION

Y Exact Match Street address and 5- or 9-digit ZIP Code match

A Partial Match Street address matches, ZIP Code does not

Z Partial Match Zip Code matches, street address does not

N No Match Street address and ZIP Code do not match

U Unavailable Address information is unavailable for that account 
number, or the card issuer does not support AVS

G Global Address information not verified for International 
transaction

R Retry Issuer authorization system is unavailable, 
retry later

International AVS Result Code Definitions

ADDRESS VERIFICATION
RESULT CODE VALUES DEFINITIONS

A Street addresses match. The street addresses match; 
the postal codes do not match or the request does 
not include the postal code

B Street addresses match. Postal code not verified due 
to incompatible formats. (Acquirer sent both street 
address and postal code)

C Street address and postal code not verified due to 
incompatible formats. (Acquirer sent both street 
address and postal code)

D Street address and postal codes match

G Address information not verified for International 
transaction

I* Address information not verified for International 
transaction

M* Street addresses and postal codes match

N Neither the street addresses nor the postal codes 
match

P Postal codes match. Street address not verified due 
to incompatible formats (Acquirer sent both street 
address and postal code)

R Retry — The system is timed out

U Address information not verified for domestic transaction

*These codes are currently reserved, in anticipation of Operating Regulations changes.
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• Work with your Acquirer to implement Verified by Visa.
– Assess whether Verified by Visa is right for your Web site. 
– To learn more about this service, visit www.visa.com and download the

Visa Merchant Implementation Guide.

How Verified by Visa Works

Verified by Visa enables Issuers to validate the identity of their registered Visa cardholders 
during online payment transactions.

➊ At a participating
merchant site, the
Visa cardholder
clicks “buy” at the 
checkout. Software
installed on the 
merchant server 
recognizes registered
Visa cards, initiating
the next steps.

❷ A Verified by Visa
window appears. 
The cardholder is
prompted to enter
the password he or
she created when
registering for the
service.

❸ The Issuer validates
the cardholder’s
identity and sends 
a response to the 
merchant to proceed
with the payment
authorization.

❹ When the identity 
verification is 
complete, the Verified
by Visa window 
disappears and the
consumer is returned
to the merchant 
purchase confirmation
screen.

Verified by Visa
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7. Apply Fraud Screening

Today, there are a wide variety of fraud-screening services and practices
available to help you assess the risk of a transaction and increase the 
likelihood that you are dealing with a legitimate customer with a valid Visa
card. Fraud-screening tools can be developed internally or acquired from third
parties. Best practices in this area include the following:

• Implement fraud-screening tools to identify high-risk transactions.
– Suspend processing for transactions with high-risk attributes. This can

include transactions that:
- match data stored in your internal negative files.
- exceed velocity limits and controls.
- generate an AVS mismatch.
- match high-risk profiles (as discussed in this section).

– Develop effective and timely manual review procedures to investigate
high-risk transactions. The goal here is to reduce fraud as a percentage
of sales and minimize the impact of this effort on legitimate sales.

• Treat anonymous e-mail addresses as higher risk. Many merchants have
found that anonymous e-mail addresses have a substantially higher
fraud rate than e-mail accounts with large, well known Internet Service
Providers (ISPs). By classifying anonymous e-mail addresses as higher
risk, you can require these transactions to meet higher-risk hurdles –
for example, to pass additional verification requirements. 

• Screen for high-risk shipping addresses. You can reduce fraud by com-
paring the shipping address given by the customer to high-risk shipping
addresses in third-party databases and in your own negative files.
– Pay special attention to high-risk locations, such as mail drops, 

prisons, hospitals, and addresses with known fraudulent activity.
– Develop a policy on shipping to addresses other than the billing address.

• Treat non-U.S. transactions as higher risk. Transactions that involve
cards issued outside of the U.S. carry higher levels of risk since some
countries currently cannot be screened by AVS. 
– Require greater scrutiny and verification for international transactions.

- Tighten transaction controls and velocity thresholds for these
transactions to increase screening frequency.

- Treat with high suspicion billing addresses and shipping addresses
that are not the same.

- Be on the lookout for customers who use anonymous e-mail 
addresses.

- Use a third-party fraud scoring for non-U.S. transactions.

Screening for
High-Risk
Transactions
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– Assess risk based on such transaction factors as type of goods 
purchased, the amount of the transaction, and the country in which the
card was issued.

– Contact the Issuer to confirm cardholder information prior to shipping 
goods for a high-risk transaction. 

• First time shopper: Criminals are always
looking for new victims.

• Larger-than-normal orders: (This requires
knowledge of what a “normal-sized” order is.)
Because stolen cards or account numbers have
a limited life span, crooks need to maximize the
size of their purchase.

• Orders consisting of several of the same
item: Having multiples of the same item
increases the criminal’s profits.

• Orders made up of “big-ticket” items:
These items have maximum resale value and
therefore maximum profit potential.

• Orders shipped “rushed” or “overnight”:
Crooks want these fraudulently obtained
items as soon as possible for the quickest
possible resale, and aren’t concerned about
extra delivery charges.

• Orders from Internet addresses making
use of free e-mail services: For these
services, there’s no billing relationship and
often no audit trail or verification that a legiti-
mate cardholder has opened the account.

• Orders shipped to an international
address: A significant number of fraudulent
transactions are shipped to fraudulent card-
holders outside of the U.S. AVS can only vali-
date addresses in Canada and the United
Kingdom; other non-U.S. addresses cannot
be verified.

• Transactions on similar account numbers:
This is particularly useful if the account 
numbers being used have been generated
using software available on the internet 
(e.g., CreditMaster).

• Orders shipped to a single address but
made on multiple cards: These could also
be characteristic of an account number gener-
ated using special software available on the
Internet, or a batch of stolen cards.

• Multiple transactions on one card over
a very short period of time: This could be
an attempt to “run” a card until the account
is closed.

• Multiple transactions on one card or
similar cards with a single billing address,
but multiple shipping addresses: This
could represent organized activity, rather than
one individual at work.

• Multiple cards used from a single
Internet Protocol (IP) address: More than
one or two cards could well indicate a fraud
scheme.

12 Signs of Possible Internet Fraud
When more than one of the following indicators is present in a transaction, it may indicate potential
fraud. E-commerce merchants need not be concerned when only one of these signs is present, but
when several appear in an Internet purchase, they must take care to avoid becoming a victim of fraud.

Screening for
High-Risk
Transactions
(continued)
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• Use third-party tools for fraud-screening — such as CyberSource Advanced
Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa — to reduce fraud for high-risk transactions.

• Perform internal fraud screening before sub-
mitting transactions for third-party scoring.
– Submit only those transactions that have

passed your internal screening.
– Do not obtain fraud scores for transactions

declined by the Issuer or out-sorted by you
for suspected fraud or other reasons.

• Evaluate the costs and benefits of third-party
scores for low-risk transactions. For many mer-
chants, it is not cost-effective to obtain third-
party fraud scores for each and every online
transaction. You may be able to keep costs
down by eliminating low-risk transactions from
third-party scoring. 
– Analyze your agreements with third-party

scoring services and determine the costs of
submitting transactions to them.

– Identify transactions with fraud risk losses
that are lower than the cumulative cost of
obtaining third-party fraud scores. Consider
the following factors:
- Dollar amount of the sale 
- Cardholder relationship — new or

repeat customer
- Type of service or goods being sold
- Your Web site “click-through” patterns
- AVS results
- CVV2 results
- Verified by Visa results

• Establish cost-effective thresholds for manual
fraud screening. The manual review of trans-
actions is time-consuming and costly, and is
generally warranted only for high-risk transac-
tions. Establish screening criteria that lets
you avoid the manual handling of low-risk
transactions, such as those that involve:
– low purchase amounts. 
– repeat customers who have a good record for at least the past 90

days and goods are sent to the same address as before.
– an AVS match and a shipping address that is the same as the billing

address, as well as a purchase amount that is below the designated
dollar threshold.

Manual Fraud
Screening 

What’s CyberSource
Advanced Fraud
Screen enhanced by
Visa?

CyberSource Advanced
Fraud Screen enhanced
by Visa complements
and improves the detec-
tion capabilities of other
risk tools — such as
card authorization, Visa
Address Verification
Service (AVS), and Card
Verification Value 2
(CVV2). The fraud score
predicts the likelihood
of a fraudulent transac-
tion by referencing thou-
sands of unique high–
and low-risk profiles,
comprised of account,
merchant, transaction,
and global data. A
returned risk score typi-
cally takes less than
two seconds — in real-
time. CyberSource
Advanced Fraud Screen
enhanced by Visa calcu-
lates the risk score
using a combination of
neural networks, rules-
based modeling, and
Visa hybrid fraud tech-
nologies to produce the
most accurate assess-
ment of potential risk
available.

Third-Party
Fraud
Screening 
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• Establish effective procedures for cardholder verification calls. By contact-
ing customers directly to investigate suspect transaction activity, you can
not only reduce fraud risk, but also build customer confidence and loyalty.
Develop call verification procedures that address both the need to identi-
fy fraud and the need to leave legitimate customers with a positive
impression of your company.
– Use directory assistance or Internet search tools – not the telephone

number given for the suspect transaction – to find the cardholder’s
telephone number.

– Confirm the transaction, resolve any discrepancies, and let the card-
holder know that you are performing this confirmation as a protection
against fraud.

Cardholder
Verification
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8. Protect Your Merchant Account From Intrusion

Unauthorized persons appear to be gaining entry to e-merchant accounts via
shopping-cart or payment gateway processor systems. The intruders are
attacking e-commerce merchants using weak or generic passwords. Once a
password is compromised, the intruders then emulate the merchant and begin
processing debits and credits, without the true merchant’s knowledge. The
fraud sales are usually similar in total to — and therefore — offset the credits
deposited. This is done in an attempt to circumvent detection by deposit-volume
monitoring. To keep your account cyber-safe, apply these best practices:

• Conduct daily monitoring of authorizations and transactions. On a daily
basis, check for:
– authorization-only transactions. An unusual number could indicate test-

ing.
– an unusually high quantity, average size, or volume of credits. This could

indicate fraud.
– identical transaction amounts.
– transactions without associated customer identification information.
– multiple transactions from a single Internet Protocol (IP) address.
– transactions on similar account numbers. This could indicate use of

account-number-generating software (e.g., CreditMaster).
– multiple transactions on a single card over a very short period of time.

• Monitor your batches.
– Know what time your transactions are settled and review your transac-

tions before settlement occurs.
– If you use Address Verification Service (AVS) or Card Verification Value 2

(CVV2), look for transactions that may have been submitted without an
AVS or CVV2 in the authorization record.

• Change the password on your payment gateway’s system regularly.
– Include a combination of letters and numbers with a minimum of six

characters.
– Make sure login ID and password are different.

• Ensure the requirements of Visa’s Cardholder Information Security Program
(CISP) are in place.
For details, refer to “Safeguard Cardholder Data Through CISP
Compliance,” on pages 50 through 51 of this guide.

Monitoring

Passwords

Information
Security
Efforts
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Visa Card Acceptance

For e-commerce merchants, a key step toward minimizing fraud exposure
and related losses is to ensure proper Visa card acceptance — this starts
with a logical and secure process for handling authorization requests and
also includes the right set of fraud controls.

➔ 9. Create a Sound Process for Routing Authorizations

➔ 10. Be Prepared to Handle Transactions Post-Authorization

Steps
Covered...
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9. Create a Sound Process for Routing Authorizations

The authorization process must be well managed since it has a significant
impact on risk, customer service, and operational expense. Best practices
include the following:

• Implement a fraud-focused authorization routing sequence when a cus-
tomer initiates a transaction.
– First, perform internal screening for fraud — such as matching the

transaction against velocity parameters, high-risk locations, and 
internal fraud avoidance files — and out-sort the transaction for review
if it is unacceptable.

– If the transaction has passed your internal check, obtain an Issuer
authorization that includes Address Verification Service (AVS), and
Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2) to determine if the Issuer or you will
decline the transaction.

– Finally, if you use a third-party screening service, obtain a fraud score
for transactions that have not yet been declined by you or the Issuer.

• Use the Electronic Commerce Indicator (ECI) for all Internet transactions.
When entered into the appropriate fields of the authorization and settle-
ment messages, the ECI identifies the transaction as e-commerce. This
frees you from receiving a referral response and lets the Issuer make a
more informed authorization decision. The ECI also helps you meet
Internet transaction processing standards. Work with your Acquirer to
implement the ECI, which is required by Visa for all Internet transactions.

• Obtain a new authorization if the original expires. If your business sells
goods through your Web site and if you are shipping the goods to the
customer more than seven days after the original authorization, (i.e.,
backorder), you should obtain a new authorization before proceeding
with the shipment. This practice is required under Visa U.S.A. Inc.
Operating Regulations and helps protect you from chargebacks due to
no authorization.

Routing
Sequence

Requirements
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10. Be Prepared to Handle Transactions 
Post-Authorization

If an online transaction is approved by the Issuer, you should consider sending
a confirmation before you complete and fulfill the order. If the transaction is
declined, however, your procedures should specify how to handle the situation
with the customer and determine whether this type of decline can be avoided
in the future. Proceed in a way that best serves your customer and your busi-
ness using these best practices:

• Issue an e-mail order confirmation for approved transactions. This prac-
tice enables you to check the validity of the cardholder’s e-mail
address. If the e-mail address it not valid, research the situation to
determine whether the order is legitimate. You can also minimize cus-
tomer disputes by sending an e-mail order confirmation that reminds
the cardholder of the approved purchase and provides details about it. 

• Review declined authorizations and take appropriate actions. In many
cases, it may be worthwhile to have your customer service representa-
tives review authorizations declined by Issuers and obtain corrected
information or alternate payment that may allow you to proceed safely
with the sale.
– Queue authorization declines for review and contact customers to cor-

rect problems with their cards — such as incorrect expiration date —
or arrange other means of payment.

– If the Visa information is corrected, be sure to obtain authorization
approval from the Issuer before completing the sale.

– Track the success rate of your decline review strategy and modify it,
as needed.

• Track order decline rates. This important practice can help you increase
your approval rates and sales volume, and uncover potential problems
related to changes in the authorization process. 
– To effectively identify trends, track order declines by reason on a daily

basis. 
– Segment Issuer declines versus those you decline for suspected fraud

or other reasons. 

Research and
Review
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Cardholder Information Security Program

All e-commerce merchants must take extra care to safeguard their cardholder
data and improve their front-line defense to avoid internal and external 
security compromises. That’s where Visa’s Cardholder Information Security
Program (CISP) requirements come in.

➔ 11. Safeguard Cardholder Data Through CISP ComplianceSteps
Covered...
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11. Safeguard Cardholder Data Through 
CISP Compliance

More and more hackers are scanning the Internet looking to attack vulnera-
ble merchant sites and steal valuable cardholder account numbers. Because
these attacks have become highly publicized over the last few months, con-
sumers and businesses are beginning to now show serious concern about
information security and reliability. Before they order goods and services
online, they want assurance that their account information is “cybersafe.”

To protect the interest of your Visa customers, follow these best practices:

• Work with your Acquirer to understand your
information security role and what’s required of
you and your service providers in regard to
CISP compliance.
– Obtain the CISP Assessment and compli-

ance materials from your Acquirer.
– Evaluate your current level of security

based on the CISP requirements estab-
lished by your Acquirer.

– Document and report your compliance to
Visa, as instructed by your Acquirer.

• Train employees on the basic CISP require-
ments (The CISP digital dozen).
– Use available Visa tools and materials to

train your staff on CISP compliance.
– Make sure all service providers are fully-

trained in the basic CISP requirements.

• Do not store CVV2 data.
– For information security purposes, Visa U.S.A. Inc. Operating

Regulations prohibit e-commerce merchants from storing CVV2 data.

• Know your liability for data security problems. Many Acquirers today are
providing contracts that explicitly hold merchants liable for losses resulting
from compromised card data if the merchant (and/or service provider)
lacked adequate data security, other liability, such as to consumers, may
also arise.

CISP online training is
now available for mer-
chant and service
provider education. The
training, which is pre-
sented in an easy-to-
understand format
underscores the security
requirements published
online at www.visa.com/
CISP. Merchants can
access the online
course at www.cisp-
training.com. Contact
your Visa Acquirer for
more information.

BITS AND BYTESAdhere to CISP
Requirements

Avoid CVV2
Data Storage

Learn About
Your Liability



• If an information security breach occurs, take immediate action to contain
and limit exposure.
– Conduct a thorough investigation of the suspected or confirmed loss

or theft of account information within 24 hours of compromise.
- Preserve logs and electronic evidence.
- Do not access compromised systems (i.e., do not log in as ROOT).
- Log all actions taken.
- Be on HIGH alert and monitor all Visa systems.

– Contact and alert all necessary parties, including:
- your security group and legal counsel
- your Acquirer
- Visa Fraud Control

– Adhere to the CISP compliance guidelines for compromised site
assessment.
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Take Action if
Compromised

The CISP 
Digital Dozen

At the most basic level, CISP consists of instituting and adhering to the following 12
basic requirements for protecting Visa cardholder information. These top-level princi-
ples apply to all entities participating in the Visa payment system that process or
store cardholder information through the Internet.

1. Install and maintain a working firewall to protect data. 
2. Keep security patches up-to-date.
3. Protect stored data.
4. Encrypt transmission of cardholder and sensitive information across public 

networks.
5. Use and regularly update anti-virus software or programs.
6. Restrict access to data by business “need-to-know.”
7. Assign a unique ID to each person with computer access.
8. Do not use vendor-supplied defaults for system passwords and other security

parameters.
9. Track access to data by unique user ID.
10. Regularly test security systems and processes.
11. Maintain a policy that addresses information security for employees and 

contractors.
12. Restrict physical access to cardholder information.
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Chargeback and Loss Recovery

For your business, a chargeback translates into extra processing time and
cost, a narrower profit margin for the sale, and possibly a loss of revenue. It
is important to carefully track and manage the chargebacks that you receive,
take steps to avoid future chargebacks, and know your representment rights.
In addition, you should also take measures to recover losses from customers
who are financially liable for transactions that were charged back to your 
business.

➔ 12. Avoid Unnecessary Chargebacks and Processing Costs

➔ 13. Use Collection Efforts to Recover Losses
Steps
Covered...
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12. Avoid Unnecessary Chargebacks and 
Processing Costs

To minimize losses, you need an adequate chargeback tracking system, pro-
cedures in place to avoid unnecessary chargebacks, and a thorough under-
standing of your representment rights. Follow these best practices:

• Act promptly when customers with valid disputes deserve credits.
– When cardholders contact you directly to resolve a dispute, issue the

credit on a timely basis to avoid unnecessary disputes and their asso-
ciated chargeback processing costs.

– Send cardholders an e-mail message to let them know immediately of
the impending credit.

• Provide data rich responses to sales draft
requests.
– Respond to sales draft inquiries from your

Acquirer with full information about the
sale, and be sure to include the following
required data elements:
- Account number
- Card expiration date
- Cardholder name
- Transaction date
- Transaction amount
- Authorization code
- Merchant name
- Merchant online address
- General description of goods 

or services
- “Ship to" address, if applicable
- Address Verification Service (AVS)

response code, if applicable

– Optionally provide additional data to help
resolve inquiries and reduce chargebacks, such as: 
- Transaction time
- Customer e-mail address
- Customer telephone numbers
- Customer billing address 
- Detailed description of goods or services 
- Whether a receipt signature was obtained upon delivery of goods

or services

Avoiding
Chargebacks

By supplying details of
the sales transaction in
question, you may be
able to resolve the
request and avoid a
chargeback.

QUICK TIP

An Issuer may charge a
transaction back if a
sales draft is not
received within 30 days
of a request to the
Acquirer. By fulfilling
sales draft requests
promptly, you can avoid
such chargebacks and
their associated costs.

QUICK TIP
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• Provide timely responses to sales draft requests.
– Work with your Acquirer to design and implement a timely, efficient

process for fulfilling sales draft requests.
– Investigate facsimile fulfillment by your Acquirer, if this is appropriate

for the goods or services that you provide.

• Know your representment rights to avoid unnecessary chargeback losses
for your business. For example, you can re-present: 

– Fraud chargebacks for transactions with an AVS positive match in the
authorization response from the Issuer. If you received an AVS posi-
tive match in an authorization message and if the billing and ship-
ping addresses are the same, your Acquirer has the right to re-pres-
ent a fraud chargeback for that transaction on your behalf. This rep-
resentment requires you to submit proof of the shipping address
and delivery. Work with your Acquirer to
submit this evidence.

– Chargebacks for transactions with an
unsupported AVS response from a U.S.
Issuer. If you requested an AVS response
during authorization and received a “U”
response from a U.S. Issuer, it means
the Issuer is unavailable or does not sup-
port AVS. In this situation, your Acquirer
has the right to re-present a fraud charge-
back for that transaction on your behalf

– Chargebacks for transactions with an
unsupported CVV2 response in the authorization response from the
Issuer. If you requested a CVV2 response during authorization and
received a “U” response from a U.S. Issuer, it means the Issuer
does not support CVV2. In this situation, your Acquirer has the right
to re-present a fraud chargeback for that transaction on your behalf.

• Track Internet chargebacks separately from non-Internet chargebacks. If
a large portion of your sales volume is from non-Internet sources, it is
important to track Internet chargeback rates separately. 

• Track chargebacks and representments by reason. Each of the chargeback
reasons represents unique risk issues and requires specific risk reduction
strategies.

• Include initial amounts and net chargebacks after representment as part of
your chargeback monitoring efforts.

Representment
Rights

Chargebacks 
Tracking 

Even though an Acquirer
has the right to 
re-present on a 
merchant’s behalf under
the circumstances
described here, it is no
guarantee that the 
disputed items will be
accepted. 

BITS AND BYTES

Avoiding
Chargebacks
(continued)
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13. Use Collection Efforts to Recover Losses

In some cases, customers are responsible for transactions that have been
charged back to your business. To recover losses such as these, apply these
best practices:

• Use e-mail collection messages and letters as first steps toward collect-
ing low-dollar amounts. You often can recover unwarranted chargeback
losses by contacting the customer directly through internal resources or
an external collections agency. For example, if a customer claims that a
transaction was fraudulent, but you have determined that the customer
actually received the goods or service, contact the customer directly to
recover the chargeback amount. If a cardholder letter was received as
part of the chargeback documentation, try to address the customer’s
concerns and arrive at a mutually satisfactory solution. 

• Follow-up with phone calls to those who do not respond to your initial cor-
respondence.

• Outsource remaining customers with unpaid balances to a collections
agency on a contingent fee basis.

Recovery
Actions
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Airlines

• Clearly display your change fee policy and pricing. You can reduce cus-
tomer inquiries and disputes by informing your customers in advance of
the terms and conditions of your change fee policy and the amounts of
fees that will be assessed if booked itineraries are changed. This 
information should be prominently displayed on your Web site so that
customers can review it before purchasing tickets.

• Display refund rules on both your booking and confirmation pages. This
practice can help you preserve customer relations in cases where cus-
tomers cancel their flights. By showing refund rules on your confirmation
page, as well as your booking page, you can educate customers about
the refund policy prior to ticket purchase and then reinforce this policy
after the booking has been made.

• Use e-tickets in all eligible markets and ensure risk control. E-tickets
enable you to lower processing costs while meeting the needs of Internet
users seeking greater convenience. It is a good business practice to use
e-tickets in all eligible markets unless there is a ticket on another carrier
that does not offer this option. However, since e-tickets are not mailed to
the billing address which is checked by the Address Verification Service
(AVS), they create a higher level of risk exposure than traditional paper
tickets. You can control this risk by requiring the customer at the time of
travel to present the Visa card that was used to purchase the e-tickets.
This practice gives you a face-to-face opportunity to validate the cardholder
and card prior to travel. To avoid customer dissatisfaction, be sure to
clearly communicate this policy to customers at the time of ticket 
reservation and purchase.

• Determine whether or not to allow third-party sales and establish 
appropriate polices. Allowing third parties to purchase tickets for airline
travelers increases sales, but also increases risk. For example, a 
criminal could use the information from a legitimate card to obtain a
ticket in his or her own name. 
– If you decide to allow third-party sales through the Internet, establish

policies to protect your airline from risk – for example, you might
require third-party purchasers to have the same surname as the ticket
recipient or to accompany the ticket recipient during travel. 

– If you decide not to allow third-party sales through the Internet, 
establish procedures to direct third-party purchasers to your physical
sales offices.

• Require customers to use a password to book award travel. If you offer
award travel programs, you need to protect your customers and your
airline from unauthorized use of award miles. By requiring customers to
use a password or Personal Identification Number (PIN) to access and
select award travel, you can tighten control of benefits distribution. 

Web Site
Utility
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• Lock out account access after multiple failures to enter the correct 
password. A Web site visitor with several incorrect password entries
may be an indicator of risk. For example, a criminal could be trying to
guess a legitimate customer’s password and gain unauthorized access
to the customer’s account. You can control this risk by locking out
account access after a certain number of incorrect password attempts. 
– Determine the number of incorrect password attempts – for example,

five unsuccessful attempts will automatically lock out access to 
personal account information.

– Establish a method for legitimate customers to verify their personal
security information and regain access to their accounts after they
have been locked out.

– Use an automated e-mail message to inform the legitimate customer
of the lock out and the method for regaining account access.

• Capture, verify, and retain e-mail addresses. During the reservation and
sales process, ask the customer to provide an e-mail address. This
vital link between you and the customer can then be stored with other
data in the booking record and customer profile for future communica-
tions. Be sure to verify each e-mail address that you receive since an
invalid e-mail address may be an indicator of risk.

• Capture and retain Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. It is important to
know the IP addresses of the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) from
which your customers make purchases. With a database of these
addresses, you can develop fraud-screening tools based on transaction
characteristics. 

• Determine whether or not to require a Visa card presentment at the time
of travel. You can effectively manage risk by asking customers at the
time of travel to present the Visa card that was used to purchase 
tickets through the Internet. However, this practice can lead to extreme
dissatisfaction among customers who do not carry the card or are not
aware of the policy. 
– If you decide to require Visa card presentment, be sure that this poli-

cy is clearly communicated to customers at the time of ticket reserva-
tion and purchase.

– If you decide not to require Visa card presentment, use other fraud-
screening procedures instead – for example, you might require the
customer at the time of travel to present identification with an address
that matches the billing address.

Web Site
Utility
(continued)
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• Deliver paper tickets only to the billing address. This practice – especially
when combined with Visa’s Address Verification Service (AVS) screening
– can significantly reduce the risk of losses resulting from ticket 
purchases made with stolen Visa cards. 

• Require a waiting period of at least four to six hours between ticket pur-
chase and flight time. Tickets purchased just before a flight may indicate
fraud risk. To protect your airline from potential losses, you need 
adequate time to verify the validity of the customer and Visa card before
travel begins. 

• Screen higher-risk bookings. This practice can help you detect and pre-
vent fraud before it happens. Be sure to screen bookings with such
characteristics as: 
– Third-party purchase
– First or business class tickets
– e-tickets or tickets not delivered to billing

address
– Date of travel less than six days after ticket

purchase
– Customer not enrolled in frequent-flyer 

program

• Use AVS to confirm billing addresses for paper
ticket sales. AVS can add significant value to
your fraud control efforts by confirming whether
the Visa card billing address matches the
address given by the ticket purchaser.
Remember, however, that AVS fraud charge-
back rights do not apply to e-ticket sales or
cases where paper tickets are not mailed to
the billing address.

• Track fraud by ticket source. This practice can
help you identify your airline’s greatest areas
of risk exposure and develop strategies to
reduce risk in these areas. When tracking
fraud, compare it to the volume of tickets
sold by source, such as the Internet, central
reservations, ticket counters, and travel 
agencies.

Fraud
Prevention 

If you receive an
Address Verification
Service (AVS) “positive
match” for a paper ticket
transaction authoriza-
tion and the billing and
ticket mailing addresses
are the same, your
Acquirer has the right to
re-present a fraud
chargeback. This right,
however, does not carry
over to e-tickets
because they are not
mailed to a billing
address that is checked
by AVS. Since e-tickets
present a higher level of
risk, it is still a sound
business practice to
use AVS to verify the
cardholder’s address
with the Issuer.

BITS AND BYTES
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Car Rental Companies

• Require Web site “membership” to book car reservations. By requiring
renters to become members of your Web site service, you can collect
additional customer data that can help you assess risk. When estab-
lishing member profiles:
– verify the customer data that you collect before you store it.
– ensure that strong security measures — such as secure data storage

and limited employee access — are in place to protect sensitive 
customer data.

• Capture and retain reasons for car rentals. During the reservation booking
process at your Web site, ask the customer to identify the reason for the
car rental — such as business travel, leisure travel, car repair, or week-
end excursion. You can then maintain this information in the customer his-
tory, as well as the booking record. Rental reason data can help you facil-
itate risk assessment. For example, a rental due to a car repair is typical-
ly lower risk than a walk-up leisure travel rental.

• Capture, verify, and retain e-mail addresses. During the reservation book-
ing process, ask the customer to provide an e-mail address. Be sure to
verify each e-mail address that you receive since an invalid e-mail
address may be an indicator of risk.

• Pre-validate Visa card payment data prior to car rental. Advance rental
reservations help protect your company from risk exposure by giving
you time to verify cardholder information and validate Visa cards before
car rental service begins. Review the Address Verification Service (AVS)
response to ensure that the billing address is correct.

• Issue rental reservation confirmation numbers. This Visa requirement
helps assure customers that their rental reservations were successful
and will be honored on the date of car pick-up. Be sure that your reser-
vation systems are integrated to support inquiries from customers who
may contact you later to confirm their reservations.

Web Site
Utility
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• Require a waiting period of at least four hours between rental reservation
and car pick-up for new customers. To protect your company from risk
exposure, you need adequate time to verify the validity of the Visa 
cardholder and his or her card before car rental service begins. This is
especially important for new customers who have no track record with
your company. 

• Obtain an incremental authorization approval if the car rental period is
extended. In some cases, a customer with a rental car may wish to
extend the rental period beyond the time frame of the original agree-
ment. When this occurs, you need to obtain an incremental authoriza-
tion approval for the additional transaction amount or amounts that will
be generated by the car rental extension.
– Follow standard authorization procedures to obtain an approval for the

incremental transaction amount(s).
– If you receive a “decline” response, contact the customer and request

an alternate payment method for the amount that was not approved.

• Settle only for the cumulative approved authorization amount if an incre-
mental authorization was declined. Good settlement practices will help
you minimize chargebacks, processing costs, and potential losses
when Issuers decline incremental authorization requests for car rental
extensions.
– Submit a settlement transaction for the total approved authorization

amount and do not include any amount(s) that received an authoriza-
tion decline.

– Obtain alternate payment means for the declined incremental
amount(s).

• Submit an authorization reversal if the originally approved authorization
amount exceeds the actual car rental cost. In some cases, the actual
cost of a rental car may be less than the amount you previously esti-
mated for the authorization approval. To complete settlement and to
avoid tying up the customer’s credit, you need to submit an authoriza-
tion reversal for the difference between the authorization amount and
the actual rental agreement.

Visa Card
Acceptance
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Cruise Lines

• Require Web site “membership” to book cruise reservations. By requiring
customers to become members of your Web site service, you can col-
lect additional data that can help you assess risk. When establishing
member profiles:
– verify the customer data that you collect before you store it.
– ensure that strong security measures — such as secure data storage

and limited employee access — are in place to protect sensitive 
customer data.

• Capture, verify, and retain e-mail addresses. During the cruise booking
process, ask the customer to provide an e-mail address. Be sure to
verify each e-mail address that you receive since an invalid e-mail
address may be an indicator of risk.

• Issue cruise reservation confirmation numbers. This Visa requirement
helps assure customers that their cruise reservations were successful
and will be honored on the date of the trip. Be sure that your systems
are integrated to support inquiries from customers who may contact
you later to confirm their reservations.

• Issue a cancellation code to the cardholder. In accordance with the Visa
reservation service requirements, you must provide a cancellation num-
ber when a cruise is properly cancelled. Always advise the cardholder
to retain his or her cancellation code.

• Clearly display your change fee policy and pricing. You can reduce cus-
tomer inquiries and disputes by informing your customers in advance of
the terms and conditions of your change fee policy and the amounts of
fees that will be assessed if booked itineraries are changed. This 
information should be prominently displayed on your Web site so that
customers can review it before purchasing tickets.

• Display refund rules on both your booking and confirmation pages. This
practice can help you preserve customer relations in cases where cus-
tomers cancel their cruises. By showing refund rules on your confirmation
page, as well as your booking page, you can educate customers about
the refund policy prior to ticket purchase and then reinforce this policy
after the booking has been made.

Web Site
Utility
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• Determine whether or not to allow third-party sales and establish appro-
priate polices. Allowing third parties to purchase tickets for cruise pas-
sengers increases sales, but also increases risk. For example, a crimi-
nal could use the information from a legitimate card to obtain a ticket
in his or her own name. 
– If you decide to allow third-party sales through the Internet, establish

policies to protect your business from risk – for example, you might
require third-party purchasers to have the same surname as the ticket
recipient or to accompany the ticket recipient during travel. 

– If you decide not to allow third-party sales through the Internet, 
establish procedures to direct third-party purchasers to your physical
sales offices.

• Capture and retain Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. It is important to
know the IP addresses of the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) from
which your customers make purchases. With a database of these
addresses, you can develop fraud-screening tools based on transaction
characteristics. 

• Obtain an incremental authorization approval if the cruise travel period is
extended. In some cases, a customer may wish to extend their cruise
beyond the time frame of the original agreement. When this happens,
you need to obtain an incremental authorization approval for the 
additional transaction amount or amounts that will be generated by
cruise extension.
– Follow standard authorization procedures to obtain an approval for the

incremental transaction amount(s).
– If you receive a “decline” response, contact the customer and request

an alternate payment method for the amount that was not approved.

• Settle only for the cumulative approved authorization amount if an incre-
mental authorization was declined. Good settlement practices will help
you minimize chargebacks, processing costs, and potential losses
when Issuers decline incremental authorization requests for cruise
extensions.
– Submit a settlement transaction for the total approved authorization

amount and do not include any amount(s) that received an authoriza-
tion decline.

– Obtain alternate payment means for the declined incremental
amount(s).

• Submit an authorization reversal if the originally approved authorization
amount exceeds the actual cruise cost. In some cases, the actual cost
of a cruise may be less than the amount you previously estimated for
the authorization approval. To complete settlement and to avoid tying
up the customer’s credit, you need to submit an authorization reversal
for the difference between the authorization amount and the actual
cruise agreement.

Visa Card
Acceptance
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• Clearly disclose all terms and conditions of the sale. Before making the
decision to buy, your customers should know all of the terms and 
conditions of the booking at hand. Always tell your customers the follow-
ing details: 
– The amount of the fee
– How the fee will appear on the cardholder statement (in total or billed

separately)
– When the fee will be billed
– What name will appear on the cardholder statement

By clearly disclosing this information, you can ensure quality of service
and avoid unnecessary customer disputes later. For best results,
require the customer to “click and accept” the disclosure statement
displayed on your site. 

• Screen higher-risk bookings. This practice can help you detect and 
prevent fraud before it happens. Be sure to screen cruise line bookings
with such characteristics as: 
– Passenger name different from cardholder name
– Date of travel less than six days after ticket purchase

• Use AVS to confirm billing addresses. AVS can add significant value to
your fraud control efforts by confirming whether the Visa card billing
address matches the address given by cruise ticket passenger.

Fraud
Prevention 

Visa Card
Acceptance
(continued)



Hotels

• Require Web site “membership” to book hotel reservations. By requiring
customers to become members of your Web site service, you can col-
lect additional data that can help you assess risk. When establishing
member profiles:
– verify the customer data that you collect before you store it.
– ensure that strong security measures — such as secure data storage

and limited employee access — are in place to protect sensitive 
customer data.

• Capture, verify, and retain e-mail addresses. During the hotel reservation
process, ask the customer to provide an e-mail address. Be sure to
verify each e-mail address that you receive since an invalid e-mail
address may be an indicator of risk.

• Issue hotel reservation confirmation numbers. This Visa requirement
helps assure customers that their hotel reservations were successful
and will be honored on the date of the trip. Be sure that your systems
are integrated to support inquiries from customers who may contact
you later to confirm their reservations.

• Issue a cancellation code to the cardholder. In accordance with the Visa
reservation service requirements, you must provide a cancellation num-
ber when a hotel room is properly cancelled. Always advise the card-
holder to retain the cancellation code.

• Clearly display your change fee policy and pricing. You can reduce cus-
tomer inquiries and disputes by informing your customers in advance of
the terms and conditions of your change fee policy and the amounts of
fees that will be assessed if booked hotel reservations are changed.
This information should be prominently displayed on your Web site so
that customers can review it before making reservation commitments.

• Display refund rules on both your booking and confirmation pages. This
practice can help you preserve customer relations in cases where cus-
tomers cancel their hotel reservations. By showing refund rules on your
confirmation page, as well as your booking page, you can educate cus-
tomers about the refund policy prior to hotel room purchase and then
reinforce this policy after the booking has been made.

• Capture and retain Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. It is important to
know the IP addresses of the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) from
which your customers make purchases. With a database of these
addresses, you can develop fraud-screening tools based on transaction
characteristics. 
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• Obtain an incremental authorization approval if the hotel accommodation
timeframe has been extended. In some cases, a customer may wish to
extend their stay beyond the time frame of the original agreement.
When this happens, you need to obtain an incremental authorization
approval for the additional transaction amount or amounts that will be
generated by the extension.
– Follow standard authorization procedures to obtain an approval for the

incremental transaction amount(s).
– If you receive a “decline” response, contact the customer and request

an alternate payment method for the amount that was not approved.

• Settle only for the cumulative approved authorization amount if an incre-
mental authorization was declined. Good settlement practices will help
you minimize chargebacks, processing costs, and potential losses
when Issuers decline incremental authorization requests for hotel
extensions.
– Submit a settlement transaction for the total approved authorization

amount and do not include any amount(s) that received an authoriza-
tion decline.

– Obtain alternate payment means for the declined incremental amount(s).

• Submit an authorization reversal if the originally approved authorization
amount exceeds the actual hotel accommodation cost. In some cases,
the actual cost of the hotel accommodations may be less than the
amount you previously estimated for the authorization approval. To
complete settlement and to avoid tying up the customer’s credit, you
need to submit an authorization reversal for the difference between the
authorization amount and the actual hotel reservation agreement.

• Clearly disclose all terms and conditions of the sale. Before making the
decision to book a hotel room, your customers should know all of the
terms and conditions. Always tell your customers the following details: 
– The amount of the fee
– How the fee will appear on the cardholder statement (in total or billed

separately)
– When the fee will be billed
– What name will appear on the cardholder statement

By clearly disclosing this information, you can ensure quality of service
and avoid unnecessary customer disputes later. For best results,
require the customer to “click and accept” the disclosure statement
displayed on your site. 

• Use AVS to confirm billing addresses. AVS can add significant value to
your fraud control efforts by confirming whether the Visa card billing
address matches the address given by the customer.
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Travel Agencies

• Recognize your potential sales agent liability. Understanding your risk
exposure can help you take appropriate steps to minimize it, and pro-
tect your agency from losses associated with customer disputes and
fraud. As a sales agent of an airlines, for example, your agency may be
liable for the entire amount of an airline ticket if it is disputed by the
customer or purchased with a stolen account number. To mitigate risk,
you need to establish e-commerce policies and procedures that
address the following factors: 
– An approved authorization request indicates that the account is in

good standing. However, the response is not proof that the legitimate
cardholder is making the purchase, nor is it a guarantee of payment.
In most cases, therefore, airlines are liable for fraudulent “card-not-
present” transactions even when they were approved by the Issuer.

– Even if a travel agency is not a Visa merchant subject to Visa regula-
tions, the airline partner is. In most fraud-related cases, the airline
transfers financial liability to the travel agency partner as part of the
contractual agreement.

• Require Web site “membership” to book airline tickets and other travel
services such as hotel accommodations and car rentals. By requiring 
customers to become members of your Web site service, you can collect
additional customer data that can help you assess risk. When establishing
member profiles:
– Verify the customer data that you collect before you store it. 
– Ensure that strong security measures – such secure data storage 

and limited employee access – are in place to protect sensitive 
customer data. 

• Capture and retain Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. It is important to
know the IP addresses of the Internet Service Provider (ISPs) from which
your customers make purchases. With a database of these addresses, you
can develop fraud-screening tools based on transaction characteristics.

E-Commerce
Start-up

Web Site
Utility
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• Display a Web site notice that the customer’s billing addresses will be
verified. If you access Address Verification Service (AVS) offline, you
may encounter address verification failures long after your 
customer has completed booking. By letting customers know that the
billing address will be verified, you can prepare them to understand
potential address inquiries later. This Web site notice should clearly
state that airline tickets cannot be issued until the customer’s billing
address has been verified by the Issuer.

• Require a waiting period of at least four to six hours between ticket pur-
chase and flight time. Tickets purchased just before a flight may indicate
fraud risk. To protect your company from potential losses, you need ade-
quate time to verify the validity of the customer and payment card before
travel begins. 

• Ensure that your agency name and toll-free telephone number or URL
address appear on the cardholder statement with your airline partner’s
name. Customer inquiries and disputes can
be avoided if your travel agency name and
contact information are included in the 
merchant descriptions that appear on the 
billing statements of your customers. Work with
your airline partners and Acquirer to ensure
that cardholder statements give your cus-
tomers an easy way to recognize their book-
ings with your agency and reach you when they
have questions.

• Clearly disclose all terms and conditions of the
sale. Before making the decision to buy, your
customers should know all of the terms and 
conditions of the booking at hand. Always tell
your customers the following details: 
– The agency fee will be billed separately

from the reservation fee (airline ticket
charge, hotel charge, etc.)

– The amount of the fee
– How the fee will appear on the cardholder statement (in total or billed

separately)
– When the fee will be billed
– What name will appear on the cardholder statement

By clearly disclosing this information, you can ensure quality of service
and avoid unnecessary customer disputes later. For best results,
require the customer to “click and accept” the disclosure statement
displayed on your site. 

Visa Card
Acceptance 

A travel agency booking
made with a Visa card
involves not only the
agency and its cus-
tomer, but also the air-
line that issued the tick-
et and the financial
institution that issued
the card. Your Visa card
acceptance practices
need to address the
potential consumer con-
fusion that can result
from a single transac-
tion with multiple partici-
pants. 

QUICK TIP

Web Site
Utility
(continued)
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• Queue large-value bookings for fraud review. High-dollar transactions
may increase your exposure to fraud and customer disputes. You can
mitigate risk and its associated costs by reviewing this type of booking
carefully before settling with your airline partner. For best results,
queue large transactions for review and call the cardholders involved to
verify booking data. 

• Track key fraud characteristics. To ensure effective fraud control, you
need to track known fraud transactions, identify all key characteristics
of these bookings, and store the information in an ever-growing data-
base that you can use to make risk assessments. Focus on such char-
acteristics as:
– Passenger names, addresses, and telephone numbers
– Cardholder names, addresses, and telephone numbers
– E-mail addresses, Internet Protocol (IP) addresses, and Internet

Service Providers (ISPs) 
– Transaction times, amounts, air carriers, classes of service, and travel

itineraries

• Screen higher-risk bookings. This practice can help you detect and pre-
vent fraud before it happens. Be sure to screen bookings with such
characteristics as: 
– Passenger name different from cardholder name
– First or business class tickets
– Electronic tickets or tickets not delivered to billing address
– Date of travel less than six days after ticket purchase

Fraud
Prevention 
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Online Support and Information

The tools presented here are available through the Internet as of the date of
this publication. Whether you are a new or established merchant, you can
use these “virtual” resources to learn more about the e-commerce market,
ensure the security of your Web site, and explore the opportunities of 
business-to-business e-commerce. 

The following sites offer background information about e-commerce issues,
trends, and risks, as well as useful details about Web site privacy.

The E-Commerce Market Today

• BBBOnline – An array of resources provided by the Better Business
Bureau to assist consumers and businesses interested in e-commerce:
http://www.bbbonline.com/

• CommerceNet Electronic Resources – Broad range of information on
establishing Internet commerce Web sites and conducting business
over the Internet: http://www.commerce.net/resources/

• Shop.Org – Trade association for e-commerce retailers. Includes 
information on sponsored conferences, research, and other resources
provided by the association: http://www.shop.org/

• U.S. Government E-Commerce Policy – Summary of Federal Government
e-commerce policies and initiatives, with references to other available
resources: http://www.ecommerce.gov/

• Visa Home Page – Starting point to access a wide range of information
provided by Visa: http://www.usa.visa.com/
– Visa for Businesses – Visa Web site oriented toward businesses that

accept Visa cards: http://www.usa.visa.com/business_index.html
– Merchant Best Practices – General information about Visa card accept-

ance, risk management, and fraud control techniques, and other top-
ics of importance to merchants: http://www.usa.visa.com/business/
merchants_index.html

– Visa Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP) — General
Information about CISP requirements for e-commerce merchants and
their service providers. Also includes CISP assessment tool, compli-
ance process, and online training: http://www.usa.visa.com/cisp

• WebMonkey Electronic Commerce – Introduction to getting started in 
e-commerce, including a tutorial on site development and marketing:
http://www.hotwired.com/webmonkey/e-business/
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Web Site Privacy

• Anonymizer.Com – An array of Internet privacy information for con-
sumers and businesses: http://www.anonymizer.com/

• Electronic Privacy Information Center – Comprehensive resource and ref-
erence guide about Internet privacy issues: http://www.epic.org/

• TRUSTe – Extensive information on ensuring privacy for Web publishers
and users: http://www.truste.org/

• CyberSource Advanced Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa – The first tool of
its kind to use updated purchase activity from both online and in-store
purchasing profiles and trends on a continuous basis — resulting in a
highly accurate fraud-detection and scoring system. To reliably assess
the rank order of risk on any purchase order, CyberSource Advanced
Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa employs Visa’s patent-pending, encrypt-
ed, distributed-scoring technology. The service provides subscribing 
merchants with a risk score indicating the likelihood of a fraudulent 
transaction. For more information contact your Acquirer or CyberSource
at http://www.cybersource.com/

• Verified by Visa – Through the simple Verified by Visa checkout process,
Issuers confirm their registered Visa cardholder’s identities in real-time
during transactions at participating merchant sites. With Verified by
Visa, merchants initiate the authentication process. When the Visa
cardholder clicks “buy” at checkout, software installed on the merchant
server recognizes registered Visa cards and the Verified by Visa screen 
automatically appears on the cardholder’s desktop. The cardholder 
simply enters his password to verify his identity. For more information,
contact your Acquirer or refer to http://www.usa.visa.com/business/
merchants/verified_index.html

Telephone Directory Services and Reverse Directories

• AnyWho Directory – Includes people, businesses, reverse phone num-
ber lookup, toll free directory, and Web site directory: http://www.
anywho.com/

• Excite Directory – Includes a variety of telephone and address verifica-
tion/reference Web sites: http://www.excite.com/

Address Validation 

• US Postal Service City/State/ZIP Code Verification – Web tool to validate
a combination of city, state and ZIP code: http://www.usps.com
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Social Security Number Validation

• Social Security Administration SSN Verification – Features guidelines on
how to verify SSN/EIN. This cannot be done directly via the Internet,
but entails a phone call with instructions provided on the Web site:
http://www.ssa.gov/employer/ssn.html

• Social Security Number Death Index – No-charge search tool to identify
deceased Social Security Numbers: http://www.ancestry.com/ssdi/
advanced.html

The Web sites listed below are designed to help e-commerce merchants 
perform the due diligence that is sometimes necessary in order to conduct 
business transactions over the Internet.

• AnyWho Directory – Includes people, businesses, reverse phone 
number lookup, toll free directory and Web site directory: http://www.
anywho.com/

• Better Business Bureau Online – A free service that provides listings of
businesses that have registered with BBBOnLine, but the listing is far
from comprehensive: http://www.bbbonline.com/

• Excite Business Search – Provides a search tool to verify and locate
businesses: http://www.switchboard.com/bin/cgidir.dll?LNK=3:76&MEM

• Excite Directory – Includes a variety of telephone and address 
verification/reference Web sites: http://www.excite.com/

• NetCheck – A free public service Web site that allows customers to
submit comments on Internet merchants and search for comments
submitted by other customers: http://www.netcheck.com/

• Network Solutions “Who Is?” – Domain registration authority that con-
firms whether a domain name exists and provides key contact phone
numbers that can be used for verification: http://www.netsol.com/cgi-
bin/whois/whois

• Register.com – Web site to identify whether an Internet domain name 
is currently assigned, and to identify key contacts for that site:
http://www.register.com/
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Visa Materials for E-Commerce Merchants

Merchant Guide to the Visa Address Verification Service (AVS)

This guide describes AVS, Visa’s most important risk management service
for non-face-to-face transactions, including recent enhancements and access
through the use of a direct-dial system. The booklet explains how merchants
can maximize the service’s fraud reduction benefits. The guide is particularly
useful for merchants accepting mail, telephone, and Internet transactions.

Size: 8.5” x 11”

Price: $0.25 each

VBS 07.03.01

Chargeback Management Guide for Visa Merchants

Chargebacks annually cost merchants many millions of dollars in lost sales
and related processing expenses. This guide helps merchants understand
what chargebacks are, why they occur, how to respond to them, and how to
minimize their occurrence. The guide covers the majority of chargeback types
a retail or service establishment might encounter, and emphasizes that 
merchants have considerable “preventive” control in managing chargebacks.
Also included is a list of the most common causes for each chargeback, and
an extensive list of tips for managing and reducing chargebacks.

Size: 8.5” x 11”

Price: $0.50 each

VBS 05.01.02

Visa U.S.A. Cardholder Information Security Program Flyer

This flyer is a quick reference and review of the top ten logical requirements
for protecting cardholder information, plus two additional requirements that
address administrative and physical security issues.

Size: 8.5” x 11”

Price: Free

VBS 06.02.02
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Merchant Guide to Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2)–

This guide provides a detailed look at and instructions on how to use the
new CVV2 fraud reduction tool.

Size: 6.5” x 8”

Price: Free

VBS 08.02.02

Selling Online

This book will help you understand the many different aspects of setting up
a store on the Internet so that you can sell your products and services 
worldwide.

Size: 6” x 9”

Price: Free

V123.15.06.01
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Appendix A. Glossary 

The Internet and e-commerce market have generated a number of new terms and
acronyms. The bankcard industry also has unique terminology. This section will help
you understand some of the more commonly used terms related to doing business
over the Internet.

Acquirer – A financial institution with which a merchant contracts to accept Visa
cards for payment of goods and services, and with which the merchant deposits its
Visa card transactions. Also known as a merchant bank.

Address Verification Service (AVS) – A risk management tool that enables a merchant
to verify the billing address of a customer presenting a Visa card for payment. The
merchant includes an AVS request with the transaction authorization and receives a
result code indicating whether the address given by the cardholder matches the
address in the Issuer’s file. A partial or no-match response may indicate fraud risk. 

Anonymous e-mail address – An Internet contact point assigned to a Web user by
any of a variety of free, public-domain e-mail services, such as Excite, Hotmail, Juno
and Yahoo. These services can be accessed from any Web browser and are not
specifically linked to an Internet Service Provider (ISP) account. Anonymous e-mail
addresses are more difficult to trace than those linked to an ISP, and have been
used to make fraudulent e-commerce transactions.

Authentication – Involves the verification of the cardholder and the card. At the time
of authorization, to the greatest extent possible, the e-commerce merchant should
use fraud prevention controls and tools to validate the cardholder’s identity and the
Visa card being used.

Authorization – Takes place at the time the transaction occurs. It is the process by
which an Issuer approves (or declines) a Visa card purchase.

AVS – See Address Verification Service.

Card-not-present (CNP) – An environment where a transaction is completed under
both of the following conditions:· cardholder is not present and card is not present.
Transactions in this environment include mail/phone order transactions as well as
Internet transactions.

Card Verification Value 2 (CVV2) – A three-digit value that is printed on the back of a
Visa card, provides a cryptographic check of the information embossed on a card,
and assures the merchant, Acquirer, and Issuer that the card is valid. The CVV2 is
housed in the signature panel immediately after the full account number or the last
four digits of the account number. CNP merchants should ask the customer for the
CVV2 to verify the card’s authenticity. For information security purposes, merchants
are prohibited from storing CVV2 data.
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Chargeback – A processed bankcard transaction that is later rejected and returned
to the Acquirer by the Issuer for a specific reason, such as a cardholder dispute or
fraud. The Acquirer may then return the transaction to the merchant which may have
to accept the dollar loss unless the transaction can be successfully re-presented to
the Issuer.

Cardholder Information Security Program (CISP) – A Visa program that provides 
e-commerce merchants with standards, procedures, and tools for data protection.

Cookie – A special text file created by a Web site service and written onto the com-
puter hard drive of a Web site visitor. The Internet relies upon a computer language
called Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to let users access Web pages. Since each
request for a Web page is independent of all other requests, the Web page server
has no memory of what pages it has sent to a user previously or anything about the
user’s previous visits. Cookies allow the server to retain information about a visitor
or a visitor’s actions on its Web site and to store this data in its own file on the 
visitor’s computer. There are two types of cookies. “Permanent cookies” retain 
information about visitors, such as log-in names, addresses, and past preferences.
“Sessions cookies” typically let customers fill virtual shopping carts with more than
one selection before checking out. Also known as Web browser cookies.

Copy request – See sales draft request.

Cryptography – The advanced process of encoding and decoding data to prevent
unauthorized parties from reading it while it travels over the Internet. Also known as
encryption/decryption.

CVV2 – See Card Verification Value 2.

CyberSource – A third-party service provider offering a range of services for e-com-
merce merchants, including payment processing, global tax calculation, distribution
control, and fulfillment messaging as well as Internet fraud screening. CyberSource
and Visa offer the CyberSource Advanced Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa (see
below). 

CyberSource Advanced Fraud Screen enhanced by Visa – A real-time fraud-detection
service that examines transactions generated from online stores. It estimates the
level of risk associated with each transaction and provides merchants with risk
scores, enabling them to more accurately identify potentially fraudulent orders.

Decryption – The process of decoding, or unscrambling, data that was encrypted to
prevent unauthorized parties from reading it during Internet transmission. 

ECI – See Electronic Commerce Indicator. 

Electronic Commerce Indicator (ECI) – A transaction data field used by e-commerce
merchants and Acquirers to differentiate Internet merchants from other merchant
types. Use of the ECI in authorization and settlement messages helps e-commerce
merchants meet Visa processing requirements, and enables Internet transactions to
be distinguished from other transaction types. Visa requires all e-commerce mer-
chants to use the ECI. 

Encryption – An online data security method of screening data so that it is difficult to
interpret without a corresponding encryption key.

Firewall – A security tool that blocks access to files from the Internet and is used to
ensure the safety of sensitive cardholder data stored on a merchant server.
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Fraud scoring – A category of predictive fraud-detection models or technologies which
may vary widely in sophistication and effectiveness. The most efficient scoring 
models use predictive software techniques to capture relationships and patterns of
fraudulent activity, and to differentiate these patterns from legitimate purchasing
activity. Scoring models typically assign a numeric value that indicates the likeliness
of an individual transaction being fraudulent.

Internet Protocol (IP) Address – Numeric code that identifies a particular computer on
the Internet. Every computer network on the Internet has a unique address that has
been assigned by the Internet Service Provider (ISP). Computers require IP address-
es to connect to the Internet.

Internet Service Provider (ISP) – An organization that offers an individual and busi-
nesses an Internet connection for a fee. Typically, ISPs provide this connection
along with an e-mail address and a Web browser.

Issuer – A financial institution that issues Visa card to cardholders, and with which
each cardholder has an agreement to repay the outstanding debt on the card. Also
known as a consumer bank.

Mod 10 check – A mathematical algorithm for checking the validity of Visa card 
numbers. By performing a Mod 10 check, e-commerce merchants can verify that a
card number entered by a customer has a numerically valid structure. However, a
Mod 10 check does not ensure that this card number has a legitimate account
associated with it. 

Payment gateway – An Acquirer’s link between its e-commerce merchants and the
global VisaNet transaction processing system. The payment gateway receives
encrypted transactions from the merchant server. The gateway then authenticates
the merchant, decrypts the payment information, and sends this data through
VisaNet to the Issuer for authorization. When an Issuer response is returned through
VisaNet, the gateway encrypts the payment data again along with the response and
sends this back through the Internet to the merchant server. The payment gateway
thus supports merchant and cardholder authentication, the safe transmission of 
payment data, and the authorization and capture of e-commerce transactions.

Representment – A chargeback that is rejected and returned to an Issuer by an
Acquirer on the merchant’s behalf. A chargeback may be re-presented, or re-deposited,
if the merchant or Acquirer can remedy the problem that led to the chargeback, and
do so in accordance with Visa’s rules and regulations.

Sales draft request – A request by an Issuer to an Acquirer for a copy or facsimile of
a sales order in question. The Acquirer either fulfills this request directly or forwards
it to the merchant for fulfillment. Also known as a copy request. This is often a first
step prior to chargeback and indicates some initial question about the transaction
on the cardholder’s part.

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) – An established industry standard that encrypts the
channel between a Web browser and Web server to ensure the privacy and reliability of
data transmitted over this channel. SSL does not, however, provide ways to validate
the identities or banking accounts of the parties exchanging this data. 

SSL – See Secure Sockets Layer.
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Verified by Visa – A Visa Internet payment authentication system that validates a
cardholder’s ownership of an account in real-time during an online payment transac-
tion. When the cardholder clicks “buy” at checkout of a participating merchant, the
merchant server recognizes the registered Visa card and the Verified by Visa screen
automatically appears on the cardholder’s desktop. The cardholder enters a password
to verify his or her identity and the Visa Issuer confirms the consumer’s identity.
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Appendix B. Checklist for Success 

E-Commerce Start-Up

❐ Be aware of the risk of selling on the Internet. 

❐ Understand the chargeback process. 

❐ Train your employees in e-business risk 
management. 

❐ Choose an Acquirer with robust e-commerce 
capabilities. 

❐ Make sure the Acquirer supports Visa’s Cardholder 
Information Security Program (CISP) requirements. 

❐ Understand the terms and conditions of your 
Acquirer contract. 

❐ Research the service provider business. 

❐ Make sure your service provider can ensure 
maximum security for cardholder data received. 

❐ Partner with a risk-focused service provider. 

Web Site Utility

❐ Develop a clear, concise statement of your privacy 
policy and make it available to Web site visitors 
through links on your homepage. 

❐ Register with a privacy organization and post a “seal 
of approval” on your Web site. 

❐ Create a page that educates customers about your 
site’s information security practices and controls.

❐ Create an FAQ page that includes questions and 
answers on how customers can protect themselves 
shopping online.

❐ Discourage the use of e-mail for transactions. 

❐ Make sure your goods or services are accurately 
described on your Web site.

❐ Develop a clear, comprehensive shipping policy and 
make it available to customers through a link on your 
home page and at the time of the online purchase.
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➊ Know the risks and 
train your troops

❷ Select the right Acquirer 
and service provider(s)

❸ Develop essential Web 
site content



Web Site Utility

❐ Develop an e-mail response to customers of any 
goods or service delivery delays.

❐ Develop a description of your billing practices and 
make it available to customers at the time of the 
online purchase. 

❐ Establish a clear, concise statement of your refund 
and credit policy. 

❐ Provide an e-mail inquiry option.

❐ Develop an e-mail inquiry response policy so 
customers can easily contact you with questions 
or concerns. 

❐ Establish e-mail inquiry response standards and 
monitor staff compliance. 

❐ Offer toll-free telephone customer service support 
and display your phone numbers on your Web site. 

❐ Make effective use of permanent Web browser 
cookies to recognize and acknowledge existing 
customers. 

❐ Establish ways to assist customers who forget their 
passwords. 

❐ Establish transaction data fields that can help you 
detect risky situations, and require the customer to 
complete them. 

❐ Highlight the data fields that the customer must 
complete. 

❐ Edit and validate required data fields in real-time to 
reduce risk exposure. 

❐ Develop controls to avoid duplicate transactions. 

❐ Implement a “Mod 10” card number check before 
submitting a transaction for authorization. 

❐ Display only the last four digits when showing a card 
number to a repeat customer at your Web site. 

❐ Check the validity of the customer’s telephone 
number, physical address, and e-mail address. 

❐ Screen for high-risk international addresses. 
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❸ Develop essential Web 
site content (continued)

❹ Focus on risk reduction



Fraud Prevention

❐ Establish a formal fraud control function.

❐ Track fraud control performance. 

❐ Establish and maintain an internal fraud avoidance file. 

❐ Use the internal fraud avoidance file to screen 
transactions. 

❐ Establish transaction controls and velocity limits. 

❐ Modify transaction controls and velocity limits based 
upon transaction risk. 

❐ Ask the customer for both a card type and an 
account number, and make sure that they match. 

❐ Require the cardholder to enter the card expiration 
date or select it from a pull-down window.

❐ Work with your Acquirer to implement CVV2. 

❐ Use Visa’s CVV2 code to verify the card’s authenticity.

❐ For information security purposes, do not store CVV2
data.

❐ Work with your Acquirer to implement AVS. 

❐ Use AVS to verify the cardholder’s billing address. 

❐ Display a pop-up screen for AVS failures. 

❐ Queue for review any attempts that have failed to 
pass AVS screening two or more times. 

❐ Research all AVS partial matches. 

❐ Evaluate AVS no-matches carefully.

❐ Send the “ship to” address and the AVS response to 
a third-party fraud-screening service. 

❐ Evaluate fraud rates by AVS result and product type. 

❐ Work with your Acquirer to implement Verified by Visa.
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❺ Build internal fraud prevention

➏ Use Visa tools



Fraud Prevention

❐ Implement fraud-screening tools to identify high-risk 
transactions.

❐ Treat anonymous e-mail addresses as higher risk. 

❐ Screen for high-risk shipping addresses. 

❐ Treat non-U.S. transactions as higher risk. 

❐ Use third-party tools for fraud-screening — such as 
CyberSource Advanced Fraud Screen enhanced by 
Visa — to reduce fraud for high-risk transactions. 

❐ Perform internal fraud screening before submitting 
transactions for third-party scoring.

❐ Evaluate the costs and benefits of third-party scores 
for low-risk transactions. 

❐ Establish cost-effective thresholds for manual fraud 
screening.

❐ Establish effective procedures for cardholder 
verification calls.

❐ Conduct daily monitoring of authorizations and 
transactions.

❐ Monitor your batches. 

❐ Change the password on your payment gateway’s 
system regularly.

❐ Ensure the requirements of Visa’s Cardholder 
Information Security Program (CISP) are in place.

Visa Card Acceptance

❐ Implement a fraud-focused authorization routing 
sequence when a customer initiates a transaction.

❐ Use the Electronic Commerce Indicator (ECI) for all 
Internet transactions. 

❐ Obtain a new authorization if the original expires. 

❐ Issue an e-mail order confirmation for approved 
transactions. 

❐ Review declined authorizations and take appropriate 
actions. 

❐ Track order decline rates.
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❼ Apply fraud screening

➒ Create a sound process for
routing authorizations

❿ Be prepared to handle
transactions post-authorization

❽ Protect your merchant 
account from intrusion
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Cardholder Information Security Program

❐ Work with your Acquirer to understand your 
information security role and what’s required of you 
and your service providers in regard to CISP
compliance.

❐ Train employees on the basic CISP requirements 
(The CISP digital dozen).

❐ Do not store CVV2 data.

❐ Know your liability for data security problems. 

❐ If an information security breach occurs, take 
immediate action to contain and limit exposure.

Chargeback and Loss Recovery

❐ Act promptly when customers with valid disputes 
deserve credits. 

❐ Provide data rich responses to sales draft requests. 

❐ Provide timely responses to sales draft requests. 

❐ Know your representment rights to avoid unnecessary
chargeback losses for your business. 

❐ Track Internet chargebacks separately from 
non-Internet chargebacks. 

❐ Track chargebacks and representments by reason. 

❐ Include initial amounts and net chargebacks after 
representment as part of your chargeback monitoring 
efforts.

❐ Use e-mail collection messages and letters as first 
steps toward collecting low-dollar amounts. 

❐ Follow-up with phone calls to those who do not 
respond to your initial correspondence.

❐ Outsource remaining customers with unpaid 
balances to a collections agency on a contingent fee 
basis.
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Avoid unnecessary chargebacks
and processing costs 

Use collection efforts to
recover losses

Safeguard Cardholder data
through CISP compliance
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12

11
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